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EDITORIAL
This week, Kassi returns for the first instalment of a new two-part adventure in the Pipe World.
A mother takes her children to a highly educational show. One of Napoleon’s soldiers has an
eerie encounter in Egypt. And in verdant, rain-soaked Vermont, vampiric things are afoot.
On Ancient Venus, young Kursaal learns about the taboos of his jungle tribe. Out in space,
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IT CAME FROM INSIDE THE INKWELL!

Vincent is an artist who has consistently been on assignment in the art world for over twenty
years. Throughout his career he has acquired a toolbox of diverse skills (from freehand drawing
to digital design, t-shirt designer to muralist). His styles range from the wildly abstract to pulp
style comics.
In 2013, his work in END TIMES won an award in the Best Horror Anthology category for that

year. When Vincent is not at his drawing board he can be found in the classroom teaching
cartooning and illustration to his students at Westchester Community College in Valhalla NY.
He lives in Mamaroneck NY with his wife Jennie and dog Skip.
https://www.freelanced.com/vincentdavis
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KASSI AND THE TOWER OF WOMEN by Ste Whitehouse
Part One
The clearing was ancient. Possibly a place of worship at one time but all that remained now was
a hump of stones weathered and softened by moss. If Sebastian had not pointed out the almost
square shape of the mound Kassi would never have known that man had worked the land here
for some forgotten reason. She faced clockwise, the ground rising before her until it vanished in
the mists of the early morning sunline, the half glimpsed tops of trees pale in the distance. The
clearing itself was long and narrow skirted by oaks and elms with distant ash trees peering out of
the forest canopy.
She weighed the shield in her right hand, fingers gently caressing the rows of buttons along its
strap. Suddenly there was a flash of movement to her right and she dropped the outer aspect of
the shield, catching its edge and flipping it as though she was skipping a stone across a lake. The
outer aspect of the shield spun across the clearing, catching the large stone mid-air and breaking
it in three before arching across the sky and returning gently to her hand. With a soft click the
two halves of the shield reunited.
A second missile plied the air and as before Kassi tossed the shield, easily hitting it. This time
however a second and third stone missile had been launched. Kassi concentrated, her fingers
tapping on the rows of buttons, and the shield hummed as it altered direction, catching both of
the other stones before they had covered half the clearing. As the shield returned, a fourth stone
curved overhead towards the young girl. Without pause she changed the shield’s direction,
catching it just as it began to descend.
As the faint click of the shields two halves sounded, Sebastian prowled into the clearing.
{That went well.} he said telepathically.
“The thing almost moves by itself. I merely have to think and I can ‘see’... patterns in the air,”
Kassi replied.
{Trajectories.}
“Whatever the ancient name of this magic, it works extremely well.” She smiled at the
mechanoid as he approached; his eight legs moving meticulously as if he thought of each one as
he placed it to the ground. His ‘head’ glowed blue from the two electronic lenses that could, at
times, swivel independently—a fact that gave Kassi a headache whenever he did so.
She added. {This must be something from the time of the Builders.}as though worried they
would be overheard speaking of the mythical race of gods who had created Ah’kis, their world.
{I sincerely doubt that anyone would need such an item then, Kassi luv, but that said it must
have been forged fairly soon afterwards when such technology was still available.}

She hefted the shield glancing at the trey readout. Battery life was at 98% and she still had the
other two treys they had liberated from the dungeon a week ago1. She stood tall with short black
hair and chocolate skin. Summer green eyes darted from shadow to shadow always on the
lookout. A large broadsword hung at her side.
“Well, I am famished,” she announced aware that her stomach could probably be heard for miles
around. “And rations are rather low.”
Sebastian tutted and said, “I would say non-existent, girl. Still I noticed some blackberries back
along the trail and...”
“Sebastian, do you know what the differences are between you and me?”
The machine cocked its head to one side quizzically and said, “I can name four hundred and
twenty seven physical differences, Kassi. Would you like to be more specific?”
“Hot meals,” she answered almost triumphantly.
“Hot meals?” Sebastian replied, confused.
“YOU pick up all the ‘food’ you need from the sunline and that generator thing inside whereas I
survive on fruit picked and rabbit killed. But sometimes all I really want is a nice hot meal
served on a proper plate with utensils and napkins.”
“The energy I receive from the sunline is technically ‘hot’,” Sebastian said prissily in a soft
voice. Kassi gave him a dark look and he went even quieter.
“I don’t want to pick a bush clean of bloody berries and I don’t want to hunt for some poxy
rabbit or fox or fowl and then spend all my time gutting it and removing all those bits that I can’t
eat. I want to stuff my belly with ingredients cunningly hidden on a menu and magically put
together by someone who’s cleaning habits I have no knowledge of and less interest in.”
“E Salmonella...” Sebastian began.
“Is, according to you, something so small that I cannot even see it!” She pointed up clockwise
and northwards. “I am going into the village yonder and ordering the best meal they have. AND
I’ll probably down a beer or two so don’t wait up.”
Thus she walked into the situation stomach first and eyes closed.

Kassi reached the village an hour or two later, arriving in time for lunch. Few gave her a second
glance although a number of the men seemed interested in her passage. The whole village
1

See Kassi and the Dungeon

bustled with energy; women carrying goods to and fro, haggling over washing hanging on
communal lines. Even though it was not a market day—as far as Kassi could tell the large square
before a bulky stone tower was empty of any stalls—the village hummed silently with energy.
The tavern was almost empty with a handful of old men seated near the fire despite the summer
warmth. They were old enough to watch her blatantly without fear and one of them made a
comment that caused the rest to burst into coarse laughter that was obviously aimed at Kassi. She
did not care, feeling capable of handling a few old men—or their grandsons if need be—a sense
of confidence in her ability with a sword prominent. In fact she felt confident without a sword.
Kassi sat by the solitary window with its view of the tower looming over the village. She noted
the wide lower floors had been hastily buttressed. Thick escarpments of brick added later. The
white colouration was mottled close up and cracked in places, particularly around a large furrow
in the stone work that zigzagged across the upper narrow section of tower. It looked newly built,
only a year or so old, but already it had an air of decrepitude; pushing forlornly sunline-wards.
Still it was a thing of wonder; not on par with The Spike—which legend said had been built in a
week and a day by Jinns during the age of the Builders—but it was still almost unprecedented in
Ah’kis nowadays.
Kassi reached out to Sebastian but he was either otherwise engaged or just ignoring her. She
thought she could sense him somewhere anticlockwise to where she was but little else. He
undoubtedly sat hidden, looking ‘down’ on the village. She hardly gave a thought to his absence.
There was never an ‘easy’ way for him to enter any populated area with her, so remaining at a
distance was most often the best policy. She ordered hot broth and cold beer from the lethargic
waitress and sat watching the people hustle and bustle aimlessly around the tower. ‘What needed
their labour?’ she thought; after all it was midday and yet the women worked as though they
were in the cool of the morning, their prim white dresses billowing in the breeze.
Kassi finished her meal and ordered a second beer. Despite its chill a warmth spread through her
body. ‘Now THAT’S magic!’ she thought lazily. Watching the people moving almost
hypnotically. Shapes and colours wove themselves before the stark brightness of the tower. Kassi
felt her eyelids droop. She felt comfortable, dreamily observing the people. Back and forth they
went. Forth and back. She started, lifting her head hastily, feeling its weight pull down. Kassi
looked around, embarrassed. The pub was empty. She tried to stand but the floor was suddenly
tilted and the chair so heavy and unmovable as though glued to the floor. A thought coalesced
towards the back of her mind. Perhaps she had been drugged? But before she could fully
articulate such an idea she was sprawled across the floor asleep.

She awoke, which somehow felt worse than the dreamless sleep. A heaviness weighed her down.
Not the same sort of weight she had felt in the dungeon a few weeks ago. This felt more like her
limbs were covered by heavy woollen blankets, limiting each movement. This did not feel like
any hangover she had experienced—although admittedly her experience consisted only of a
handful of drinking sessions with Kaze her brother and one time with a bottle of fermented berry

juice her father had been saving for a special occasion (which was to have been her wedding so
she TOTALLY felt justified in drinking the whole bottle by herself.)
Kassi began to lift a hand to settle her head—now feeling at least three times larger and with
every available space crammed with cotton wool which had also slipped into her mouth coating
her tongue. She heard the cold ‘clink’ of metal upon metal and felt something restrict her hand.
She tried to focus through the cloudiness of her mind. The room she found herself in looked
sparse but not particularly ‘prison-celly’.
For a start the bed she lay upon had a thick mattress and her pillows were soft and fluffy. Not the
usual fare for a village jail. Also, the window was large, bright and unbarred; framed with pale
green cotton curtains. No self-respecting jailer would hang curtains with frills! There was a side
table and a wardrobe constructed of oak with matching dresser. A pale white dress, simply cut,
lay across the dresser. Suddenly it struck Kassi that all the women had worn similar dresses.
Agitated, she tried to sit but both her arms were chained although the links were small, almost
delicate. They reminded her of a man weeks ago whom she had met in a tavern one night. He
had seemed so excited to see a woman like Kassi and had insisted on showing her his ‘room’ at
the pub. There he had revealed chains such as these, as well as a desire to be chained to the bed
and ‘dominated’ by such an ‘exceptional Amazon’ as herself. She had shackled him, halfheartedly called him a few names and then nicked what money he had and left—with a sock
tastefully stuffed in the man’s mouth to prevent him raising the alarm. That, to her, was
domination.
She shook her head—still over large, still cotton woolly—and tried to concentrate. Each thought
slipped almost out of view, giving her a headache as she tried to focus just to recall simple
things. The door opened and a large moon-faced man stood there, dark haired and pale looking
despite his tanned face, his stomach overflowing taut leather breeches. A handful of lines had
begun to etch themselves into the corners of his mouth. Thick bushy brows met in a V-shape
above a slender nose. He sat alongside her and smiled almost tenderly.
“The Sigh said that you’d be ready in a day or two but I reckon you look it now.” He leaned
over, placing a thick calloused hand under her chin, his stale breath catching her cheek. Holding
her head firmly he leant forward and kissed her, his tongue forcing its way into her mouth. She
tasted beetroot and barley wine; cinnamon and plums. His day-old beard pricked at her skin like
a thousand small needles. It was only then that Kassi realised that she was naked.
The man ran his free hand across her torso, briefly fingering the latticework of scars beneath her
left breast before moving down her stomach, finding her clitoris. She was dry but he thrust a
forefinger in deeply, causing her to stifle a bitter cry. Abruptly the dreaminess that had assailed
Kassi shifted into nightmare. And nightmares she could handle. Twisting her body, she rolled
away from the man, feeling his coarse fingers drag out of her. He swore and leant over her prone
form, forcing her onto her back again.
“A day or two of the Sigh’s special drug will make you pliant. Then we’ll see how you like
feeling me inside of you.”

Kassi brought her right knee up into the man’s stomach, stunning him before twisting and
slipping her long legs around his neck, one knee against his prominent Adam’s apple. She
squeezed, feeling the man struggle. Thick tendons stood out along his neck as he tried to grip her
legs but she twisted again throwing him off-balance. She was lean and muscular, and the man
was out of shape, despite his bulk. He struggled, arms flailing, but already his tanned face looked
blue. Kassi kept the pressure on his neck, feeling drool slip from his mouth and down the inside
of one thigh. Finally he stopped moving but she maintained the pressure on his windpipe for
another two minutes before finally allowing him to slide onto the floor, one vacant eye peering
blindly at her.
She flipped back onto the bed, exhausted. Sweaty and breathless she reviewed her situation. ‘The
man mentioned a Sigh, a scientist as Sebastian calls them, and... .’ She paused considering the
name. ‘Sebastian? My... brother? Father?’ Suddenly she remembered.
{Oh shit. Sebastian?}
She could not sense his presence; their psychic connection was still and quiet. He could be miles
away but she was still in the village as far as she could tell and he would have had no reason to
leave her.
“Fuck!”
She redoubled her effort on the chains holding her to the bed, twisting around until she was
kneeling facing the headboard.
Bracing a foot against the solid board Kassi pulled again and again; concerned that at any
moment someone else would enter. Fortunately the chains were thin and eventually one of the
links slowly opened, before snapping open violently. Within minutes the second chain had
snapped and she was searching the dead man’s pockets. Finding the key that opened the clasps at
her wrists she was finally free. At least momentarily. The man carried no weapon and all that
hung in the wardrobe were a dozen of the plain white dresses Kassi had seen the other women
wear. They looked approximately her size and she shuddered to think how he had worked that
out.
Not wishing to wear clothing that would restrict a good sword swing, and unconscious of her
nakedness, she strode into the next room. This was given over to an untidy living space with
used cooking utensils leaning next to an unlit fire range. Two other doors stood on the opposite
wall and the right-hand wall. The one opposite was ajar and Kassi could see a second bedroom
beyond. There she found the man’s clothes and a thick mace that held the odour of rotting flesh.
Slipping on the least smelly trousers and shirt she could find, Kassi ripped a second shirt using it
to tie the over wide trousers up. Finally she looked carefully out of the window. She appeared to
be on the second floor of the tower. The slight bevelling of the outer wall had given that much
away, and the window faced southendwards. The far end was lost in spiralling clouds and
shadow. Above, the sunline was flickering on dispelling the gloom of night.

Day always started at the northend and slowly made its way along the five-thousand-mile length
of Ah’kis, taking over an hour to travel the full length of the world—or so she had been told.
That meant that she had been unconscious for over eighteen hours. Perhaps longer by the
growling sensation in her stomach. Her limbs also felt stiff as though she had not exercised for a
day or two. Kassi drank from an indoor pump and found three slices of salted meat which
promptly disappeared down her gullet. Feeling at least temporarily better, her thoughts were still
foggy and the air thick with invisible treacle, she stepped out of the suite of rooms, mace in hand.
She found herself in a long curved corridor which followed the exterior of the tower. Dozens of
anonymous plain doors were set along the left-hand side of the corridor, possibly rooms just like
the one she had awoken in. Electric lights gleamed at intervals, casting hard shadows with a light
so unnatural it washed all colour from the scene. Sebastian had long ago taught Kassi how
simple it was to manipulate the magic Sighs and Jinns called electricity and she was no longer a
naive young girl impressive though it certainly was. Without glancing behind her, she strode left.
After a minute the corridor opened up and sunlight streamed in from an alcove to her left.
Slowing, Kassi approached the corner in trepidation. A figure appeared clothed in a leather tunic
and mailed helmet. He looked at her without comprehension at first, giving the girl enough time
to close the distance between them.
“Oi!” the young man called in a high pitched grunt before he fumbled at the grip of his sword.
Kassi was hungry, weak from having been drugged and unsteady on her feet. The mace she held
felt as though it weighed almost as much as she did. But although she preferred a good blade she
had trained with almost every weapon known; and had trained her body even before she had met
the ‘demons’. In other words the lad stood little chance. Twice he cut the air where Kassi had
been just a moment previously before the mace found the side of his head. Blood seeped into the
dusty concrete floor.
“Oi!”
At first Kassi assumed that she was dreaming; repeating an act again in half sleep. The man in
the leather tunic and mailed cowl; the cry; the sword. Except this man was black skinned, darker
than her, and older than the boy. He was also taller, but in the end the result was the same. She
leant against the cold outer wall fascinated by the drifting motes of dust as they caught the
sunline; a feeling of passivity washing over her like none she had experienced before. If she had
not been reacting; if the men had spoken to her she felt certain that she would have willingly put
the mace down.
Anger boiled deep within and she felt adrenaline surge through her body, kicking it into action.
She lifted both swords, judging which would suit her better and, at first, did not notice the young
girl standing mutely in an open doorway. After a while Kassi sensed the girl’s eyes on her. The
girl wore the simple dress that seemed ubiquitous in the village, the white cloth bright against the
rough darkness of tanned skin brought about by working in the fields daily. Hazel eyes watched
Kassi intensely whilst slim fingers worried the cotton material. She looked to be no more than
twelve years old.

Kassi, kneeling at the older man’s side sword in hand, looked up at the girl. “It’s fine lass. I’m
not about to gut you.... unless you wish me harm.” She skilfully rolled the sword in an elaborate
figure of eight pattern. “Now THIS is more like it.”
“Y... you’re that woman who came t’ Montarath two days ago?” the girl said softly.
“Shit! Has it been that long?”
“The Sigh looked you over but thought you were unsuitable for his own harem.” The girl smiled
at the thought before she glanced uncertainly down the corridor, her tongue nervously licking her
lips. “He gave you to Sondaâd.”
Kassi stood holding her hands out from her stomach. “Yay big, round face with one bushy
brow?”
The girl nodded.
“Well, I guess he’s reconsidering the gift as we speak.”
The young girl smiled slyly. “You are a warrior?”
“I fight when I have to, which isn’t the same thing... really. Say, you wouldn’t happen to know
where my armour is?” Kassi fingered the thin leather tunics in distaste and the metal helmets
were obviously useless.
“There is a storeroom on the next floor. If the Sigh has them they will surely be found there.”
The girl nodded upwards. “We are not allowed up there.”
Kassi had grown up with whole realms closed to her but she suspected this was something else
altogether.
“This Sigh tells you?”
“My Lord and Master; my Love and Soul.” The girl actually curtsied and for the first time Kassi
noticed that her pupils were dilated. She reached out to hold the girl’s chin in her calloused hand;
examining the girl’s eyes closely.
“Who drugs you, child?” she asked, understanding that the waitstaff had dilated pupils as did the
women she had passed upon entering the village. The men she had fought were not similarly
afflicted. A village that drugged only its women?
“It is the Master’s potion. It binds us in love to his... his soul and the men who support him.” The
girl looked momentarily confused before the same soporific glaze overcame her face. “He came
almost three years ago with a book which only he could understand. He showed us through

magical lenses the runes, the words. He spoke of the will of the Builders and although many
scoffed at him the Elders saw wisdom in his words.”
“Let me guess; these elders are the ones who have benefited the most from the Sigh’s
‘teachings’?”
“I am Elder Johan’s woman and you were bequeathed to Elder Sondaâd. This entire floor
belongs to the Elders and their women.
“Bet you didn’t all go along with the suggestion?”
“Not at first. But many of the men saw wisdom in the Sigh’s words and they brought the women
to him. When I came I was unsure but soon I felt so different, so happy to be in the presence of
my love.” The girl’s eyes took on a febrile aspect.
“And Elder Johan?”
“He is old and cannot always penetrate me, but I do as I am told by my Lord and Master.”
The girl smiled beatifically, and Kassi threw up over one of the dead men at her feet. The young
girl did not notice but a look of puzzlement crossed her unblemished face.
“The harem is two floors up,” she said suddenly.
“And I wish to know this because?” Kassi replied, wiping her chin clear of vomit.
“They are the blessed women whom the Builders have called unto the Sigh. The wives and
girlfriends of many of the young men.”
“Still not seeing it.”
“I... I did not choose. Did not ask.” The young girl’s face clouded. “Although some of my
brothers understood and brought me. But there were others who did not... do not... want. Fathers.
Brothers. They did not wish their daughters or sisters to...But they were taken anyway; given the
potion and set up in the harem; and the men...” The girl’s voice faded.
Kassi understood. “These women upstairs, are kept as security. This ‘Sigh’ can’t keep all the
men sedated or else nothing would get done. Free the women and some of the men would
support me against this bastard.”
The girl nodded before speaking again. “Some of the men are held also. One of my brothers
protested... he…”
“Where is he holding them?”
“Beneath. There are cells beneath the tower.”

“Of course they are.”
The girl’s eyes clouded and she stepped back into the room, suddenly nervous.
“I have spoken out of turn. I must cleanse myself... I must…”
Kassi caught the girl’s wrist.
“You have nothing to fear. You’ve been helpful and spoken the truth. That is all the Builders
would wish of us.”
That seemed to placate the girl, who closed the door softly. From within Kassi heard weeping.
She circled the corridor, returning to the dead men and finding no one else. There was a door
leading into the interior but she could see that it was warded against just anyone using it. A
complex fusion of metal and wires stood as a lock. Kassi recalled something Sebastian had once
said about such locks. He had called the charm which opened the door a ‘key-card’ and had told
her it was ensconced in a playing card-sized piece of plastic. She returned to the men and found
that the older one had such a card attached to a cord about his neck.
She brought it to the lock which buzzed and a green light blinked momentarily into life.
Impressed, she pocketed the card and entered the badly lit stairwell. She recognised the general
layout as a recreation from any number of dungeons she and Sebastian had raided over the years.
This one though was badly made with crudely hewn stone steps and hand rails barely attached to
the wall. Even the runes looked as though they had been copied verbatim with no thought; after
all she knew enough of the Builders’ language to understand that this was certainly NOT the
‘basement’!
The stairs down most likely led to freedom, or at least a way out through undoubtedly a number
of guards. Kassi looked upwards. No one built a tower without putting their most valuable
possessions atop; and besides she still had her armour and weapons to find. She started up the
rough steps. One flight up the stairs ended at a second door. This also was warded by electronics
and the ‘key-card’ also worked its ‘magic’.
There was an almost identical corridor as the one below, except there were no doors here, no
rooms holding women drugged and in captivity. Anger flared within her, a bright focused
pinpoint of primordial heat that warmed her body, throwing off the sluggishness of the drug and
powering her forward. At that moment she would have sliced her own father and brother just
because they were men. Such was the visceral hatred of this tower of women that empowered her
on.
Rounding a curve she came to a dead end and a doorway guarded by two men. Almost gleefully
she spurted forward and was on them even as they struggled to unsheathe their weapons. They
fought well, she gave them that, actually fighting as a unit and not getting in each other’s way;

but in the end Kassi was the better swordwielder and they were rendered both weaponless and
unconscious.
She faced the door, key-card in hand, but found instead an old and complicated lock. If there
were storerooms inside it would be there that she would find her best—and second best—lockpicks. Not much use to her standing outside. She checked the lock. It was an ancient but sturdy
lock too complex for any crude pick she could fashion. Instead she thrust one of the guards’
sword into the gap between the door and the frame, and pulled all of her weight down on the top
hinge. It finally gave way with a groan. She then slid the remnant of the sword onto the lower
hinge and repeated the procedure. Kassi then kicked the door which tumbled much like the tree it
had originally came from.
The smell hit her first. A combination of acrid scents and stale aromas mixed with indescribable
smells that left a bad taste in her throat. Then, as her eyes grew accustomed to the gloom, the
sight of dirty tubes of glass and beakers half full of liquids amongst a slew of circuit boards and
treys—batteries as Sebastian called them. She was about to leave—after all she wanted
storerooms not a wizard’s alchemical lair—when she caught a movement out of the corner of her
eye. Raising her sword she stepped into the laboratory, glancing left and right to ensure she was
in no danger. It was then that she saw Sebastian chained to a table.
“Sebastian! Are you all right?” She rushed over to his side just as he turned his ‘head’ to face
her. His right eye was missing, a handful of fine wires dangled from the empty socket, and she
could see one of his appendages lying across another table.
CONCLUDES NEXT WEEK
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THE GOOD MOTHER by Rob Bliss
I am a good mother. I raise my children in a good way, not necessarily to follow laws because
sometimes laws are unjust, made by corrupt men and women to further their own ends. I do not
need a holy book to tell me how to be a good person, or to indoctrinate my children into a form
of mob mentality. I teach my children to think for themselves by telling them the truth of the
world, from which they make their own judgments on what they know and have experienced. To
decide right from wrong, knowing that both are transitory.
For now, they are children, son and daughter, eight and nine respectively. They enjoy their
childhoods and are not burdened with the cares of adults. I don’t give them responsibilities they
can’t handle; I don’t give them fears that are unjust—which cause nightmares and neurosis, ruin
a small part of their childhoods. Let them play, let them dance and sing, teach them the
knowledge of the world to see what interests them, and not force them to learn things they will
never use.
I took them to the carnival, a place where we adults can re-live our childhoods, to remember the
joy we felt going on rides, being scared in the haunted house, eating cotton candy, feeling alive.
The carnival is a microcosm of the child’s world, where only joy exists. Where there is no pain
or fear, an Eden away from the world of the adult. I and my children relished when it came to
town, and our excitement grew as opening day approached.
They rode the small rollercoaster and excitedly rushed to me when the ride was over asking if
they could go again. I said yes and they rode to their hearts’ content. I bought caramel apples for
us all. We went into the hall of mirrors to become wonderfully lost—a labyrinth of confusion,
too, can bring joy. We were frightened in the haunted house by bedsheet ghosts and people in
masks popping out from behind walls. Plastic skeletons dropped from the ceiling and made us
scream and cling to each other, but then we laughed as our hearts pounded.
We went on all the rides, played games, won prizes, fed ourselves on candy and junk food. Saw
the freak shows: the strongman, the man who pierced his skin with nails and hooks, the Siamese
twins, the snake lady, the legless clown.
Until there was only one show left: The Great End, it was called. (The children had seen
something like it before, on television, in movies, everywhere. It was not new (there is nothing
new under the sun), but always an enjoyable piece of theatre. A barker at a podium outside a
striped tent dared us to enter, two tickets. I stooped to hug an arm around each child to ask them
if we should dare. With eyes lit up they both said yes. They made the decision for themselves
because I had taught them it is a strength to decide, and not let anyone, even a barker at a
carnival, to sway their willpower.
We stepped through a beaded curtain, sat at the front row of wooden bleachers circling a small
stage.
An executioner in a black hood with a double-headed axe exited from a curtain flexing his bare
chest and biceps, displaying himself to the audience.

It was then that a spotlight came on to illuminate, in the poorly lit tent, a bloody stump of wood
on the stage.
Without warning, the executioner grabbed an old man from the audience by the hair, dragged
him to the stage as he screamed and his wife fought to keep him by her side. The executioner
kicked her to the sand and sawdust floor and pushed the old man’s head down, pinned his cheek
to the stump.
A lovely female assistant in black leather exited from the upstage curtain holding high a thick
plastic zip cord, which she then used to restrain the old man’s hands behind his back. She sat on
his crippled back to keep him in place, continuing to pin his head to the wood as the executioner
gripped two hands on the axe and raised it high.
The axe fell and the grey head rolled to my son’s feet. Ropes of blood snaked from the severed
neck, absorbing into the sawdust, some drops splashing on those of us in the first row.
The lovely assistant stood, hopped over to the head, held it up as she kissed its lips, then planted
a kiss on my son’s cheek and presented the head to his cradling arms. I smiled and rubbed his
back as congratulations. My daughter was jealous, but then again, I had won her a giant stuffed
panda at the pitch-and-toss. Fair was fair, a lesson learned, not too hard to bear.
The audience applauded and the executioner and his assistant vanished back through the curtain.
We filed out. Next show in half an hour. Only the widow remained, in pain from the kick and her
broken heart.
She had learned something that day, as we all had. Experienced the most important lesson of life:
death. We had made it an intricate part of our society, and could not live without it. Death was
the centre around which all life circled—it could not be ignored. Our society has absorbed this
lesson in all its facets, and has made itself more good and just than ever before. We have no
crime. Which is something no form of civilization before ours has ever been able to claim.
A good mother gives her children a complete education. Thus are they ready to enter the world
of adults once their childhoods have ended.
THE END
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NAPOLEON’S WANDERER by Colt Leasure
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The night of the kidnapping started out well. Edouard Desrochers sat outside of his tent while
drinking wine and gazing at the starry sky. The banks of Damanhur’s canals shone under the
moonlight. Desrochers admired how the place had been constructed, its monuments built to
honour Horace.
As a cavalryman in Napoleon’s army and part of Division Dumas, he came to Egypt believing
that he was serving a purpose of remedying the people’s degeneracy through modernity. It felt as
though less of that had happened, and more soldiers had killed themselves after realizing their
canteens were never going to be refilled on the plains of Egypt’s scorching, unforgiving sands.
Desrochers finished his drink. He yearned to wander into the city again, peering over the inland
waterways at the columns inscribed with Pharaonic letterings. Candles were lit outside the
houses and shops. It had been a four day march from Alexandria to Damanhur, and all he could
focus on now was retrieving more alcohol, bread, honey and cheese to help fight the fatigue and
boredom found in between the battles.
Desrochers stood up, walked into his tent, and put on his sand worn uniform. He could remember
the days when he had donned his wartime apparel with pride, and now it was nothing more than
a burdensome artifice. It was comprised of a blue coat with a piped red collar, cuffs with flaps,
turn backs with crimson epaulettes, straps, pewter buttons, lapels and white gauntlet gloves. He
had his dragoon musket with a bayonet and sword, should local mufti turn against him on his
sojourn for more wine.
He stared across the way, finding a mound of huts which resembled dovecotes. Mosques and
minarets were visible among tall palm trees and date groves.
In case a higher ranking leader in the cavalry were to see him leaving his post, he crept behind
the row of tents and remained slouched.
When he neared the edge of his Cavalry’s set up, he saw a blazing fire. Three men were sitting
around it. Upon closer inspection, he recognized them as Generals Lannes, Desaix and Murat.
“We will tell Napoleon that we refuse to March past Cairo,” one of them said.
“Yet we have been promised lots of bread once we get there,” Lannes said.
“I do not believe that we had to come all the way to Africa to have bread.”
For a second, Desrochers felt less alone in his sentiments, although he also knew that if
Napoleon were to have overheard this conversation, the three of them would have been tried for
insubordination before sunrise.

Desrochers went into Damanhur by maintaining walking in as straight of a line he could in spite
of his slight intoxication, concealing himself among the shadows so as to not risk being spotted
by the trio.
He crossed a sandstone pathway over the waters, passing a mosque that had one tower piercing
the heavens, and a sloping roofed building dotted with a connected sharp stone fencing.
The town was quiet and filled with the scent of herbs, spices, and cooked lamb. He walked
towards a hut that did not have a front barrier. There was a shelf in the back lined with wine jars.
Desrochers walked up to them and grabbed four, hugging them to his chest as if they were
abandoned infants, almost crying out of happiness while clutching them.
An arm wrapped around his throat and cut off his air. He dropped all of the wine to the ground
and the bottles shattered at his feet.
Nomads surrounded him. They had shiny weaponry and silky apparel. Their uniforms were
opulent with tops made of white cotton, high collars, triangular sleeves tied back with cords, and
curved daggers in their hands.
Desrochers was struck in the back of the head with the hilt of a sword. Darkness enveloped him.
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His eyelids felt heavy as he opened them and squinted at the sun. He was slung over a horse and
his hands were tied behind his back. He was surrounded by his captors, all of whom were also on
horseback. Desrochers recognized them immediately. His Division had thought of these caste
warriors as Arabs, but most villagers referred to them as Bedouins. Desrochers was aware that
this sect had been kidnapping French soldiers and holding them for ransom.
Desrochers knew the painful truth of how he was considered expendable in the grand vision of
the campaign. Most of the soldiers with any common sense knew themselves to be easily
replaced, so the likelihood of him escaping this group by formal payment was not an option he
was willing to hold out hope for. He took in a visual sweep of the perimeter by shifting his eyes,
careful not to give away the fact that he had regained wakefulness.
Desrochers moved his body longways, and kicked one of the Bedouins in the back with enough
force to cause him to fall off. The Bedouin landed face first and his body went limp. Desrochers
slid off, jumped upwards, turned around, and unsheathed one of the daggers off of the
unconscious man’s hip after crouching down to fetch the weapon, reversing it and cutting the
material. He proceeded to stab the next one to approach him.
Desrochers sprinted towards a Bedouin and wrapped his arms around the man’s torso,
pummelling him into the sand before sinking his knife into the captor’s chest.
Two more rushed towards him. Looking down, he saw that his pistols were hooked on the dying
Bedouin’s belt. He retrieved them, and fired a couple of shots at the approaching men. They

collapsed. He grabbed his sabre, which was resting in its sheath on the back of the horse that he
had just been slung over. He decapitated all of them, screaming with each downward heave.
There was no water on any of the enemies when he searched the scene after the battle. He wiped
the blood off the blade. He placed all of his weaponry and equipment back on, including a
different sword of Damascene steel that he had taken a week prior. He left the dead on the plains
and walked away into a nearby wide valley on the healthiest horse in the group.
Desrochers had no idea how to get back to Damanhur. As the hour passed, his throat became
parched. He knew, as the horse galloped across an endless array of dunes, that he was stranded.
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His lips were cracked. Sweat was staining his uniform. It had been an hour since his escape, but
it felt like days. He thought of Sidonie, his wife left behind in Marseille. She was pregnant with
their first child when he had left her behind to fight. He knew this war was all based in trade,
made to benefit Napoleon and Napoleon alone and not his homeland of France, and suspected
that because of it was he was never going to meet the son or daughter destined to carry on his
name.
He saw a tent’s outline in the distance. He trotted his horse into a faster run with a push from the
stirrups, and within minutes he was in front of it. Hopping off of the saddle, he made sure to
touch the fabric of the tent so as to prove it was not a mirage.
Desrochers walked around the front, opened the flap, and peered in. At first he did not see
anything in that darkness, so he tied his horse to one of the wooden stakes keeping the tent
secured, and then peered inside of it once more.
A young looking woman with black shining hair and dark skin stared up at him. She was wearing
a dress made of linen and flax plant, a rectangular piece of cloth that had been folded once and
sewn down the edge into a tube like form. The narrow straps were wide enough to cover her
breasts and hold the cloth in place. She was stunning. He had seen a few emir and Mamluk
women who were beautiful, but none like her.
“Do you have any water?” Desrochers asked.
The woman stood up and gave him a puzzled look. He knew that he should have presumed she
did not speak any French.
Desrochers motioned with a finger to his lips, and began miming holding an invisible jug,
pouring the imaginary contents into his mouth with his head held back.
She beckoned him to follow. She opened the rear of the tent flap and walked outside.
Desrochers followed for a few acres across the desert, and was soon walking between two pillars
which were as tall as the Notre-Deame de la Garde Cathedral in his homeland.

The landscape shifted into a series of downward sloping steps leading underneath the sand. She
led him into the darkness, and he was grateful to have shade of some kind, even if the
temperature was still unbearable.
He had entered something more than just a makeshift residency. The place was a temple.
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Desrochers was in a catacomb filled with lined up terracotta boxes stretching all the way to the
nether of the chamber. He brushed aside cobwebs that his guide seemed to walk through without
the least bit of worry, as if her form was liquid.
Along the walls were panelled frames showing illustrations of perched falcons which resembled
rectangular figures, different from the sort of art he had seen in France. The strange glyphs were
ornately detailed. The birds were stationed perpendicular to the kings, their wings wrapped
around the throne keeper’s heads.
As they continued walking, Desrochers watched as the mud brick barriers soon turned into fine
alabaster with drawings on the surfaces. As they descended deeper, the area became much more
architecturally sophisticated. There was a dark inked illustration depicting a figure holding up a
giant while standing on the body of another. There were drawings of sepulchral items, forms of
crowned headwear, spirals and eyes. The sight of murals and ancient writing systems
documented before him left him feeling disoriented. As he peered at all of the panoramic abstract
designs, he began to notice a theme amongst them. Each one had a vivid depiction of numerous
seascapes.
The woman slowed her pace, and darkness descended upon the catacomb. She walked up to the
right hand wall, and a torch flickered on, its radiance filling the room.
They were standing on Tura limestone. After another few minutes, they walked into a court
divided by rows of columns. Pictorial frescoes and carvings of scarabs, solar disks, and vultures
adorned both edges. In the centre of this array was a pool inside of a framework of red granite.
He theorized that this was an underground channel, probably built for the transportation of
goods.
It had to have been the freshest looking water Desrochers had ever seen. He ran towards the
water and dropped to his knees, lapping it into his mouth. The immediate disappointment sunk in
that it did not taste as good as it looked because of its copper tinge, as if it were tainted with
stagnation.
Looking through the crystalline sheet of its surface, he observed a pile of gold coins in the shape
of sheep. He reached his hand in and plucked some, before looking over his shoulder to see if the
woman would consider this act disrespectful.
Desrochers did not pick up on the faintest sound of her moving near. She was right beside him.

The woman slashed at him with her hands and took him to the ground. Desrochers pushed her off
and ran deeper into the chamber past the water. What he found behind the column made him take
in a deep breath, the strong smell of ocean salt filling his lungs.
There were rows of bodies lined up like the coffins he had seen earlier, all of them with open
mouths of terror. They were lying in a deep pool of murky water with bits of skin floating to the
top. All of the dead were French soldiers. Some had their skin flayed from their bones. Many of
the ones had their hearts ripped through their centres, resembling a balloon that had been turned
inside out, exposing their rib cages and chest cavities. Others had their mouths open wide with
fleshy stubs in place of tongues. One had five swords protruding from his front. Most looked as
though they had had their veins stripped from flesh, left to dangle at their feet like the melted
wax of a candle collected in its holder.
Even in the midst of this sight, it occurred to Desrochers that there were many coins near the feet
of the dead. He grabbed the sheep shaped ones and placed them in his pockets.
Desrochers turned around and saw her charging at him. He pulled out his musket and shot her.
The bullet sunk into her chest, but no blood was visible. He pulled out his Damascene sword and
swung it at her neck when she advanced closer. The steel passed through her without a single
wince of pain showing on her face, and the metal cut through her as if he was parrying with a
water fall.
A wave came up and slammed him to the floor. When he on his feet again, the woman raised her
hands as if in prayer. The canal soon rose, carrying him away like he was a pigeon caught in a
hurricane. He was fully immersed within seconds. He held his breath, looking around to see his
drowned men, their faces bloated and blue. He would have sworn that he saw translucent, bluish
smoky shapes identical to the dead trying to escape their tormented forms.
When Desrochers reached the surface again, he gasped for air. The woman was gliding towards
him, her feet elevated above the surface, rivulets at her sides spurting upwards in a frothy foam
and twisting around her shape in ribbons of distorted streams.
Still gripping his sword, Desrochers sheathed it instead of letting it drop into the abyss. He swam
to the left corner where there was a cobbled wall with stones protruding outwards. He gripped
one of them, lifted himself up, and began scaling the barrier, using each jutting rock as a step to
reach the ceiling. He pulled out his sword and rammed the blade upwards and pulled it free.
It was as though he had pierced a giant hourglass. Sand crashed down and smothered the woman.
The noise of her screaming echoed throughout the chamber. The waters rose again, carrying the
corpses. The sand coalesced and absorbed into the feminine water form, causing her to disappear
as she shrieked.
He leapt and slid down the dune. He walked backwards while looking at the muddy wall, and
then skirted around the first pool he had encountered, which was halfway full of sand. He skirted
around it with a superstitious sense of the unknown possibly resurrecting.

Desrochers escaped the subterranean temple and made his way back to the tent. He untied his
horse and rode it away. The area behind him exploded in a maelstrom of rocks and mud. A large
geyser flowed upwards as the pillars that had stood toppled into one another and crumbled. An
infinite blanket of droplets resembling the destruction of cannon fire fell to the ground like a
heavy storm’s rainfall, and the distant echoing of the woman’s shrieking was heard.
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Nightfall descended, but he did not sleep, nor did he allow his horse to rest until he came across
his Division’s campsite.
Desrochers was near the village of Biktil. Upon entering and seeing familiar Cavalrymen, his
peers ripped him from his saddle and tied his hands with rope before dragging him into a tent.
He looked up. General Dumas was standing before him.
“On your knees!” one of the soldiers shouted, kicking his legs out from behind, causing
Desrochers to fall to the ground.
“Edouard Desrochers,” General Dumas said, “we are about to engage in a significant conflict. If
there has ever been a time when absconding should be punished with the utmost severity, it is
now.”
“I did not run away, General. I was kidnapped by Arabs.”
“We did not hear of any ransom.”
“I escaped. They are headless in hell.”
The General looked at him for a long moment. “Desrochers, you have seen the effects of this
campaign. Our men have been dying of thirst, fatigue, plague and suicide. Two brothers in our
forces that I grew fond of threw themselves into the Nile right in front of me the other day. Two
thousand men have given their lives. Attempting to run away from it all out of fear will not be
tolerated, especially if you try to hide it by making up a fanciful tale.”
“None of it is a lie.”
“General Francois Mireur of Montpellier condemned this campaign in a speech,” Dumas said,
“saying he wished to leave for Italy. Bonaparte did not take well to that at all, and ended
Mireur’s career. Do you know what Mireur did after that? He went out into the desert and blew
his brains out. This quest for sovereignty of the Egyptian people is such that even expressing the
idea of being elsewhere comes with its own penalty. Given what has happened, just imagine
what kind of retribution I am allowed to deliver you.”
“General Dumas, I can lead you to the site where the bodies of my kidnappers lay if the sand has
not swallowed them.”

“Your tenacity is not admirable when it is fabricated. I trust rogues more than imbeciles, because
rogues at least take a rest.”
“General,” one of the soldiers said while stepping into the tent, “the horse that Desrochers came
in on is a Bedouin horse. The breast plate, bridle and saddle is designed in their way.”
Desrochers gulped. His life, since coming to Egypt, had not been something he looked forward
to every day upon waking up, but he wanted to see France again.
“I have an unborn child in Marseille,” Desrochers said. “I have not committed treason, and I
promise that if you let me live, I will help bring liberation to this land and many others.”
Dumas stared at him for a second. Desrochers had heard rumours that Dumas was also looking
forward to potential fatherhood.
Dumas stared at him and the other soldier for a while longer before waving his hands upwards.
“Untie him,” Dumas said. “Desrochers, this has been an inconvenience. I am proud you escaped.
It is up to us to be there for our children before they are adults. We will give you food, but do not
get comfortable, because we are about to embark on our biggest fight yet.”
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The tricolour flag flew high during the battle of the Pyramids. Many of the Mamluks and
infantry drowned while they tried to swim to safety. The French killed over three thousand
enemies, and threw many headless bodies into the water. Crocodiles rose to the surface and
carried away the dead, including some of the soldiers who tried to retreat or cool off in the
sweltering sunlight.
In Cairo, Desrochers enjoyed wine, watermelon, and, for the first time in a long while, sleep.
After the siege of Jaffa, over three thousand and nine hundred Turkish prisoners were captured
after the French took the fortress.
Through festivities at night before the siege, Desrochers had befriended a mutual friend of
Bonaparte’s, Louis Antoine Fauvelet de Bourrienne, a diplomat who had arrived in Egypt as
Napoleon’s personal secretary. Bourrienne would later comment on a quote to Desrochers that
Napoleon had made regarding the decision after Jaffa was conquered.
“What am I to do with these men?” Napoleon surmised with a tone of profound sorrow. “Have I
food for them? Ships to convey them to Egypt or France? Why, in the devil’s name, have they
served me thus?”
The order was commenced. Desrochers engaged in the act which would give him nightmares for
the rest of his life. He fired on the prisoners on that beach, and watched as many tried to escape

and were drowned. The massacring persisted for a day, where some of Napoleon’s men followed
the Jaffa prisoners into the water and bayoneted them.
When pillaging for more wine later that night, he came across an Egyptian text at that fortress
hidden beneath a slab of basalt and a shelf full of dusty tomes. While the writing was incoherent
due to how primeval it was, he saw an illustration of a woman dressed like the one he fought in
the cavernous temple.
His curiosity got the better of him. Accompanied by a friend of his who was also a translator, he
showed the text to a local Egyptian cleric who lived above a Bazaar. The mystic was
recommended to him by some of the locals he had befriended.
The room was carpeted with red and filled with old antique objects. There was smoked crystal
ware on the shelves.
“He cannot read the text,” the translator said while swatting away flies, “but he is familiar with
the story.”
“Ask him who the woman is,” Desrochers said.
“He says that this is the goddess of Egypt called the Nu,” the translator said while the cleric
spoke. “She is an aquatic water deity, a Goddess of Creation.”
“Does she kill men in any of the lore?”
“Not in any of the written stories. In the spoken tales, however, yes.”
Desrochers thought about how the water deity’s power had lessened once sand had absorbed the
moisture. He surmised that she had been feeding off the watery elements of the human body as
its life source.
“How does a Goddess such as her treat non-Egyptians?”
The mystic guffawed and began speaking in a faster manner.
“What is he saying?” Desrochers asked.
“More or less, he is saying that we are foreign maritime invaders, using the element she is
responsible for to enslave the people who have worshipped her, using water as a mode of travel
to get to the land we try to conquer. She would sacrifice us without any hesitation and hold our
spirits in order to torture us forever. She would even take great pleasure from it.”
Walking out of the mystic’s abode, Desrochers clutched the text against him as the translator
stared at him.
“Your questions were a bit odd,” the translator said. “Edouard, what did you see out there?”

“You and I believe God created the universe the way an inventor would a contraption, and then
walked away after engineering it, leaving it alone. What I encountered in that place underground
was something I never heard of before, something powerful and water based that goes beyond
everything my church and country has taught me. If our God had allowed an entity like that to
exist, then it does further our original concept, but casts new light on everything I have ever
thought about historic theology. The water has been the greatest tool of death in the Egyptian and
Syrian campaign, the one element we all craved the most and also died by just as much as we
lusted for it. It has also served as a rebuke upon us.”
“You cannot think you met the Nu,” the translator said.
Desrochers stared at him for a long moment before handing him one of the sheep shaped coins.
“Thank you for your service,” Desrochers said, walking towards his horse.
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Desrochers was part of a flotilla of ships headed for the seaport of Ajaccio, where he dreamed of
seeing the Mediterranean again and leaving behind the suicidal expedition for good. On the first
night of departure, he stared out at the plains of Egypt from the deck, the sails flapping furiously
above him.
He threw the text stolen from Jaffa into the sea.
THE END
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WHEN THE RAIN COMES by Benjamin Welton
“I think we need to tell someone about this.”
Private First Class Stowe, wide-eyed and terrified, looked to Petty Officer, Second Class
Robinson for confirmation. The sullen sailor did not say anything, but did nod in agreement.
The men, both in their early twenties, were up to their knees in mud and rainwater. It was their
third day in New Geshur. Both wanted to get out of that cursed little river town and head in for
warm bedsheets and a hot meal.
The Vermont National Guard had been deployed to New Geshur a week before by order of
Governor Peter Ducharme. Their purpose was to clean up the area after the Connecticut River
flooded due to weeks of nonstop rain. The commanding officer, or C.O., of the Naval Reserve
Centre at White River Junction had volunteered his men to help out. Soldiers and sailors both
hated the place.
It wasn’t so much the heavy and brackish water that ruined their uniforms that got to the, and it
wasn’t lack of any real masculine entertainment in the form of movie theatres or strip clubs. It
was the people, or rather the lack of people in the town. All told, the men had only seen one
person in five days, and that was the self-described mayor—a chubby fellow with an outlandish
name and peculiar habit of always smiling.
“Man, this is just too freak-y. Do you think…?”
“We’re in the country now. The people up in these hills have strange ways.”
“Sure, but this looks like murder. I mean, look.” Stowe pointed down at the body.
“Well, we’ll tell your C.O. and mine, then inform the cops.”
PFC Stowe looked at LS2 Robinson for an awkwardly long time.
“You seen any cops around here?”
“No, but the state police can’t be too far from the highway. If not them, then there’s the police
across the border in New Hampshire.”
The two enlisted men broke apart and informed their chains of command about what they had
found. Word ultimately reached Lieutenant Colonel Greene, the officer in charge of the entire
operation.
“Jesus Christ,” Lt. Col. Greene said when he finally saw the thing.
It was a human…sort of. It had the general outline of a man, with human-like shoulders, chest,
and legs. The face was all wrong, however. It had long, donkey-like ears, huge, fish-like eyes,

and two large incisors that reached all the way down to the chin. Its nose was split in two. One of
the soldiers said it reminded him of a Turkish dog breed called a Catalburun. The smell of the
corpse could only be compared to those things that are rotten or spoiled.
A part from the corpse’s strange look and even worse smell, everyone also agreed that it was a
male and it had been murdered. A giant piece of wood was sticking straight out of the thing’s
chest.
“We have to get that fat little mayor on the horn,” Greene said to a subordinate.
All waited patiently for the mayor to arrive. When he did, he greeted all with a broad smile and
plenty of pats on the back. Robinson considered the man your typical small town politician,
which meant that he was nothing better than a scoundrel.
“I hear you boys found something really odd! Maybe we should call and tell the good folks of
National Geographic that the Green Mountains got some kind undiscovered species.” The mayor
was laughing right up until he actually saw the corpse. He stopped smiling and appeared
horrified when he looked down at the thing.
He grabbed Greene by the crook of his arm and whispered a few words in his ear. When the
mayor stopped talking, Greene turned and told all the men to call it a day. He said that he
expected them all to hop in their cars and trucks and go to their hotel rooms across the state line
in West Lebanon. They were to start the next day at 07:30. One man tried to salute, but Greene
waved him away.
“Just get out of here, boys. And, for the love of God, don’t go jabbering about we found just yet.
That means stay the hell off of Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. Got it?”
A general groan from the men signalled that they got the message.

Hours later, Greene and the mayor were alone in the only home that could be described as a
mansion in New Geshur. The mayor claimed that it was his home, but Greene doubted him. The
mayor, whose name was Cyril Spotswood, acted like a liar and looked even more like a squatter.
The only reason that Greene agreed to enter Spotswood’s home was because the mayor promised
to let him in on a major secret—a secret about the strange corpse that had been found.
At that time, the corpse was underneath a white sheet in the mayor’s basement.
An impatient Greene opened the meeting: “Look, I would like to know what that thing is down
in the basement. My guys are scared half to death.”
The mayor lit up a pipe and said: “They should be scared.”
“Why?”

“Where do you come from, Colonel?”
“Burlington.”
“Ever lived back in the woods?”
“Never.”
“Then what I am about to tell you will seem nonsensical. Trust me, it’s the God’s honest truth.”
Greene leaned back in his chair and prepared himself for homespun hokum.
“Before I tell you the whole truth, I need to know that your men have weapons.”
“They do not.”
“Then call up your NCOs and tell them to get guns or steal them if they have to. They’ll need
plenty of bullets after the sun sets.”
“What the hell are you getting at?”
“As far back as the town records go, the thing started in the 1920s. I’m sure the damned things
have been up in those mountains since time immemorial, but they first made their presence
known to the people of New Geshur on November 5, 1927.
On that day, the townsfolk finally left their homes after three days of flooding. It is really a
miracle the town managed to survive at all, considering that we had almost ten inches of rain
back then.
“My predecessor, Mayor Usher, wrote down in his diary that some farmer named Root or
Rootsville or something like that found one of the creatures drowned in his barn. He thought it
was some sort of foxman or donkeyman hybrid. The mayor, who was also a Congregationalist
minister, initially cast this farmer aside as a ‘morbid, superstitious peasant’ and a ‘lapsed Baptist
given to flights of fancy.’ The good old mayor changed his tune when the cows started dying.
“Yes, New Geshur had a holocaust of bovine deaths in November 1927. All of the cows—the
milk cows, beef cows, etc.—died via some strange disease. The town’s veterinarian, Dr.
Worsham, never could figure out what was killing all of the cows. The best he could come up
with was some kind of cow consumption. After all, the cows all died with very little blood in
their veins, and what blood they did have was dry and coated all across their lips.
“Obviously panicked, the people back then looked for answers from any source willing to
dispense them. That farmer Root or Rootville gave them an answer: it was the strange corpse in
his barn that was cause of all their maladies. It had to be destroyed, he said.

“So, Root or Rootville went up with a posse of six or seven men and they set that corpse on fire.
That happened on a Sunday afternoon after church service in town.
“Sadly, things did not return to normal for the people this town. After the cows died, other
livestock began dying off too. Then people started dying. Some died a night after telling their
loved ones about the bad dreams they had had. Some dreams were about dead loved ones coming
into their bedrooms in the middle of the night and taking the breath right out of their lungs. Some
dreams were about faceless ghouls that sat on their chests when they slept.
“Mayor Usher called an emergency town council after the sixth person had died after having a
bad nightmare. He asked his constituents what they wanted to do in order to stop all of the
deaths. Most said that the original posse had not properly disposed of the corpse. They said that
they needed to go back to Root or Rootville’s farm and reconsecrate the ground to drive the evil
away.
“That is actually what they did, Colonel Greene. They went back to that farm, found the ashes of
the creature, then the mayor himself poured out holy water and said multiple prayers. He even
instructed the people to fast in order to please the Lord. I guess some Puritan habits are inborn in
us Yankees, no?”
Greene said nothing.
“I’m afraid that this failed too, and the people of New Geshur just kept right on dying. The
mayor demanded more fasting. Then, he ordered two teenagers executed because Sheriff Paul
Brown had discovered the fact that they had been secretly worshipping the black and burnt dirt
that had once been the creature.”
“What do you mean worshipping?” Greene said.
“Folk rituals most likely. You know that several of those girls involved in the Salem Witch
Trials used to meet in secret to tell each other’s fortunes. Sometimes they would fool around
with candles, and eggs, and locks of hair. Then, when they were about to be caught, they
pretended to be possessed by witches. I figure those two poor boys were doing something like
that, and wound up shot full of holes because of it.
“When 1927 became 1928, Mayor Usher, who found himself the leader of a dying village,
decided on a drastic solution: he quarantined the whole village. Nobody was allowed in or out.
Eventually they all just died. Some committed suicide, I’m sure.”
“Is that why there’s not a single soul in this town?” Greene asked.
“Yes.”
“What about you?”

“Me? I was once a failed salesman from Rutland, hopelessly addicted to cheap heroin and out of
hearth and home. I came to these woods in order to end my life as quietly as possible. I wound
up finding a ghost town instead, and decided to become a king. You may laugh, but I am still
alive.”
“If I am reading you right, you’re implying that what happened in 1927 is about to happen again.
Is that correct?”
“That is my fear, Colonel Greene. I happened in another town after World War II.”
“What?”
“Yes, thirteen miles north, in a place called Jessup, a huge flood swept through and killed a big
score of villagers. This time, nobody found a washed up creature, but one family named
Coleman was torn apart. Their bodies were not found until the rain stopped.
“The village constable investigated it as a murder. The family patriarch had been decapitated,
while his wife and children had been mauled and partially eaten. The crazy thing was that there
was not a spot of blood in the entire cabin.
“An animal attack?”
“No animal decapitates a man that cleanly. Plus, another family, the Capertons, experienced the
same fate after another rainfall. Jessup never recovered. It’s a ghost town too.”
“Well, what are we dealing with and what are we to do?”
“My answer to both questions is simple: I have no idea.”

While Mayor Spotswood and Lt. Col. Greene were busy worrying about an impending
apocalypse, two soldiers were drinking beer in a patch of relatively dry grass. The few weatherbeaten headstones let them know that their dry piece of grass was a graveyard.
“You know they used to believe in vampires around here. I read once that they even staked some
poor corpses over in Woodstock.”
The other soldier who was slightly less tipsy then the other said: “Bull.”
“No, it’s true. It was just like in all the vampire movies, except those old Yankees burned the
hearts and drank the ashes. I swear.”
“Ok, if you’re speaking the truth, then there were definitely vampires in this town. This is spook
central.”

“Oh, I have no doubt about that.”
“Then prove it.”
The less drunk soldier took the other soldier’s bottle.
“Dig up one of those graves. Show me a vampire or at least a corpse with a stake in it.”
“You’re kidding me, right?”
“Were you kidding me?”
“No.”
“Then I’m not kidding you. Dig!”
The less drunk soldier shoved his friend down. The other man’s elbows struck hard on a
gravestone, while his already injured lower back landed with a thud on the semi-wet earth.
“That hurt, you jackass!”
“You know you’re sinking, right?”
The drunk soldier was indeed sinking. The wet, loose earth was giving way, and his small frame
was quickly getting lost in the mud. He reached out his arm for support, but the other soldier
stood still.
“I like seeing you squirm.”
“C’mon, man. I’m really sinking here. I don’t want to drown in mud.”
“Eh, stop being a wimp.”
The soldier continued to sink. When the mud and earth was up to his waist, he began to cry out.
“Christ, something’s down here! Dude, I think my boot just touched some bones or something.”
“It is probably a vampire skeleton. Congrats: you were right.”
“It’s not funny at all, man. I really think you need to pull me out. Now!”
“Alright, you girl.”
The less drunk soldier bent down and grabbed the other man’s arm. He pulled, but the cemetery
mud would not give.

“Push with your legs.”
“I can’t! I swear I’m stuck.”
“Just push.”
Both men exerted themselves. They began to sweat. In all of the excitement they did not notice
that the afternoon clouds above their heads had darkened to a shade of black. Rain was about to
fall.
“Let’s give it one big push and go home, ok?” The less drunk soldier said with some hesitation.
“Dude, I think something’s got me.”
“Shut up and push. Alright, one-two-THREE!”
A wet sucking sound accompanied the soldier’s shout of “Three.” After pulling backwards with
all of his might, a stronger force from below pulled both soldiers down into the earth. With
supernatural speed, both soldiers drowned in the cemetery mud. There were no traces of them
left when it began to rain again in New Geshur.

“God, more rain.”
Lt. Col. Greene stared out of the mansion’s window. Mayor Spotswood kept to his chair. His
breathing was hard and panicked. He was on the verge of a nervous collapse.
“We have to get out of here. That rain cannot bring anything good at all.”
“What the hell?”
“Those things always come with the rain. They’ll be more; I know it.”
“You’re nuts, you know that? Look, what we found today was weird. However, I refuse to
believe all this mumbo-jumbo that you’ve been spouting. That corpse downstairs is nothing but
the murdered body of some inbred hillbilly.”
“Oh my God. We left it downstairs.”
The terrified mayor sprinted to the basement of his home. Lt. Col. Greene followed him at a
slower pace. The men met again in the dark and dank basement. Mayor Spotswood stood before
the table with the body and the white sheet. The white sheet was still there. The body was gone.
“What did you do with it? That’s tantamount to destroying evidence.”

“You saw me all day. I never touched it!”
Lt. Col. Greene grabbed the mayor by his plump shoulders. He shook Spotswood violently. Still,
the mayor stuck to his story.
“The thing is alive, not dead. Colonel, it’s alive and out there somewhere in the rain.”
“Horseshit!”
The stern military turned out to be wrong, and the short, formerly suicidal mayor was right.

LS2 Robinson and PFC Stowe were stuck in the mud. Stowe’s old Ford truck had its front tires
buried deep in a back road somewhere between New Geshur and West Lebanon. Stowe, a local,
had told Robinson about a short cut back to the hotel. The short cut would have saved them ten
minutes if it had not started raining with biblical force.
In between extra-large droplets of rain, Stowe screamed: “She’s bad. She’s really stuck.”
“Let’s dig her out then.”
“Christ, I don’t know. It’s bad.”
“We have to do something. I want that bed in the hotel, and I want it now.”
Stowe went to work digging out the submerged tires. Robinson went up into the nearby woods in
order to look for some kind of dry log. Robinson looked for five minutes, but came up empty. He
found Stowe in an equally hopeless place underneath the truck.
“Let’s just get in the car before we both drown, soldier.”
Stowe agreed, and both men, wet to the bone, reclined in Stowe’s dilapidated truck.
“It’s not too great in here, bud. You drive a real lemon.”
“Yeah, I know. I bought it off my father-in-the-law, the prick.”
Robinson laughed, which eased the tension. The rain poured harder and harder. The rain came
down so heavy that, for a brief moment, Robinson really worried that the windshield of Stowe’s
truck would cave in and shower them with water and shards.
“Man, we better not sink.”
“I think we’re more likely to float away, Stowe.”

“Yeah. Or get mauled. I keep thinking that I hear something outside.”
“You’re crazy.”
“No. Don’t you hear that scratching sound?”
“No.”
“Listen for a sec.”
Robinson kept quiet. He did begin to hear a subtle scratching sound coming from the driver’s
side of the truck. To Robinson, it sounded playful, almost as if some nailed thing was toying with
both of them.
Stowe rolled down his window and stuck his head out into the rain. He turned and looked left.
“Anything out there.”
“No. Nothing.”
“No bear?”
“Shut up.”
Stowe moved to return to his seat inside of the relatively warm truck. His right hand was on the
window crank. Robinson only saw a dark shape that moved with frightening speed. The shadow
raised a large paw and summarily decapitated Stowe. The detached head landed on the ground
with a wet plop.
The shadow pressed its lips to the wound on Stowe’s throat. Robinson heard the shadow drink
greedily from the wound, lapping up the soldier’s hot blood.
In the limited light of the early night, Robinson could see the outline of the thing’s face. It was
not unlike the face of the corpse that he and the late Stowe had found earlier that day. The ears
were the same, the eyes were similarly massive, and those teeth—those horrible teeth—were just
as long and pointed.
Robinson scrambled out of the sinking truck. He ran deep into the night. Amazingly, the creature
did not follow him. It was too busy draining every last drop of blood out of Stowe’s fresh wound.
Still, Robinson kept running until he was on familiar ground—the highway that led to the hotel.
Robinson only slowed down when he saw the lights of the hotel through the screen of the
torrential downpour. He cursed himself for loving donuts so much, as he each gasp of breathe
felt like an icicle stabbing into his ribcage. He walked towards to the hotel lobby with slow,
wheezing steps.

What he found inside was a scene of absolute horror. The big-screen TV in the lobby was tuned
to a football game. The announcers kept on talking about running yards and tackles. They were
oblivious to the decapitated and bloodless corpses slumped on the couch or spread out on the
carpet. Even the hotel manager—a short, ugly little man with horrible teeth—was dead behind
the front counter. His head was missing.
With a wave of cold fear, Robinson realized that they were inside of the hotel.
The problem was that Robinson’s cell phone and his own car keys were in his room on the third
floor. He had to get them if he wanted to live. He once again cursed himself and his
idiosyncrasies.
Remembering all of the movies that he had seen, LS2 Robinson opened to door to the stairs. He
tried to race up the first flight, but a giant paw of a hand grabbed his ankle from the darkened
corner below. Robinson yelled in pain as the creature’s nails dug deeply into the flesh of his calf.
In a rage, the bloodied Robinson kicked the hand away. This worked and Robinson reached the
second level.
There, Robinson found a creature gnawing at the collarbone of a hapless and very dead maid.
The thing never looked up at Robinson, but the frenzied sailor decided not to test his luck. He
went onto the second floor and found the elevators.
The third floor proved no better than the stairwell. There were several creatures milling about in
the hallway. Some shambled like zombies, while others appeared more alive and mobile. All had
blood all around their lips, and some had loose flaps of skin hanging from their teeth. Robinson
tried to be as silent as possible as he tip-toed around them. He almost made it to his room (Room
312) before he was seen by one of the creatures.
The blow almost knocked the sailor unconscious. The creature had blindsided Robinson with its
big paw has he tried to round a corner. The blow opened up a gash on Robinson forehead, and
soon enough blood was dripping into his eyes. Seeing red made Robinson as furious as a bull,
and with unthinking rage, he tackled the offending creature.
The pair of interlocked warrior punched, clawed, bit, and elbowed each other for seconds that
felt like minutes. Robinson got the worst of it. The thing scratched off one of his nostrils,
impaled his stomach, and shattered one of his kneecaps. Robinson only managed to destroy one
of the creature’s big eyes before the wounded monstrosity threw him back-first into a nearby
wall. Robinson fell back to earth under an off-white plaster shower.
Dizzy and dying, Robinson used the last bit of his strength to pull himself to Room 312. He
fumbled with his card key, but managed to pull it out just as he heard the footsteps of one of the
creatures behind him.
Robinson was forced to fumble around in the dark room until he found his car keys attached to
their familiar green carabiner. His black, two-year-old cell phone was next to the keys. He put
both in the pockets of his jeans.

When Robinson turned to make his last escape from the hell called New Geshur, he realized that
he had failed to close the door. In the open doorway stood two backlit creatures. They smelled
like a mixture of blood and rain. They made no move to attack Robinson, but the severely
wounded man knew what they had planned for him. His only option left was to jump out of the
window.
Robinson placed his back to the window and pushed. Nothing happened. The window was
“suicide-proof” and had an intricate locking system that was nothing less than a Chinese finger
trap to the sailor. Robinson pushed several more times on the window in the hopes of shattering
the glass. When not even a greasy handprint was left behind on the glass, Robinson gave up the
ghost.
What truly sealed his fate, however, was what he saw below his window. The once dry parking
lot was now a river. The water was greenish-black, and in a flash of seconds, Robinson saw a
few things float by. A car’s fender. A young boy’s shoe. Grocery bags.
But, the last thing that Robinson saw float away is the thing that broke his sanity. There, in the
dirty water was a strange-looking corpse with donkey-like ears, fish-like eyes, and huge,
sabretooth tiger teeth. Worst of all, the thing had a face that Robinson recognized. The corpse
belonged to none other than Lt. Col. Greene. The old Colonel, a veteran of the bloody
insurgencies of Iraq and Afghanistan, winked up at Robinson right before floating away to
eternity.
THE END
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INVADERS FROM THE ICE PLANET by Rex Mundy
1
Two dark figures crept through the jungle shadows, spears and spear casters clutched in big
paws, ducking down to avoid trailing fronds of vegetation, feet padding almost silently on the
verdant blue mould, the lines of their bodies partly obscured by the morning mist that swirled
round massive purple mushroom stems. The calls of winged reptiles echoed down the fungal
avenues, jewelled insects buzzed and hummed and flashed through shafts of light. At the far end
of the jungle path which the pair threaded so cautiously a small herd of huge creatures was
visible.
The face-horns were scattered around a clearing, beaks nibbling delicately at gills, wicked horns
glinting in the light that filtered down from the canopy. Massive, scaled, apple green bodies on
four mighty clawed legs, beaked, horned head before, a long, tapering tail behind, the flanks of
the larger bulls and cows packed with juicy flesh that caused the younger of the two hunters to
salivate in anticipation.
This was Kursaal’s first face-horn hunt, an important rite of passage amongst his people, and it
was his father he followed through the jungle gloom. He was tense, and wary, but had schooled
his dark face into impassivity. Though he had lived no more than fifteen Venusian days2, he was
not wholly inexperienced in hunting, having tracked small game with other hunters of the Crag
Tribe and on his own. But this was the first time he had gone hunting the mighty face-horn.
His father halted beside a sickly yellow toadstool, crouching down, silently gesturing Kursaal to
copy him. As the youth did so, he kept his gaze on the herd.
There were five of them in total, Kursaal noted. One large, five horned bull, head crest scarred
with innumerable gouges from fighting other males, had risen up on its back legs to munch some
tasty gills higher up the great mushroom. With him was one hornless cow almost as large; and
three calves, one of them a bullock, who followed his bull father in everything the latter did.
Kursaal grinned silently, noting the similarity between the bullock and himself. Gripping his
spear tighter in his right paw, he tried the rawhide wrappings that bound the flint head to the
length of hardwood. His father was testing his own weapon, a larger spear adorned with the
gaudy red and yellow feathers of jungle birds.
Kursaal’s father wet his finger, held it up to test the wind, then nodded shortly. Placing his feet
very carefully in the blue mud, he stepped out into the clearing, beckoning his son. Kursaal
joined him, and his father indicated the bullock who was cropping the gills of a toadstool a few
cubits away. Then he stepped back and left his son to prove his manhood.
Kursaal gave the bullock a cursory glance, then turned to study the bull face-horn, further across
the clearing. What honour would he gain among the tribe for bringing down a juvenile? He half
2

243 Earth days or 5,832 hours.

crouched, half knelt, placed his spear in the caster and lifted it until it was horizontal, poised with
the flint tip aimed right at the big bull.
‘Cub!’ his father hissed.
Ignoring parental disapproval, Kursaal turned his torso, keeping his lower half motionless, then
whirled round, casting the spear.
It flew across the clearing, straight at the bull. And just then a black shadow fell across the
clearing, and their ears were assailed by a sudden incredible roar. Almost as suddenly the
shadow was gone, the roaring, flying thing that had caused it rocketing onwards through the
overcast sky. Kursaal glimpsed a huge thing of some black substance, with sleek lines and an
open mouth at the front in which—he would swear by the Great Spirit Herself—stood pale
skinned men!
The damage was done. Where Kursaal’s spear had gone, he did not know, but the clearing was
alive with thunderous roars and squeals and the pounding of clawed feet as the face-horns
stampeded. Over the clamour he heard his father shout his name.
He turned to run.
Something hit him with incredible force that seemed to knock the life-force from his frame. He
was knocked from his feet, his body a mass of agony. That was the last thing he remembered
until...
…He burst from the depths of a dark, booming ocean of red, like blood, into skies of darkness
where vast shapes moved impossibly through the air. They had no wings, no way of keeping their
roaring bulk airborne, and yet they flew. On and on and on they flew. And again Kursaal sank
into the blood red ocean…
…He rose again, gasping for breath. Something cool and soft, gentle yet firm, pressed him back.
He struggled for a moment, but then lay back. His eyes opened and light filtered in. He winced
against the pain and looked wildly around him.
‘What is this place?’ he asked of the empty air.
He lay in a dark cave. Cold jungle light came from its mouth, and a campfire crackled on the
rocky ground. From outside came the cries of jungle beasts. It was raining, that steaming
sulphurous rain that every cub knew as a sign to find a cave or a hollow to shelter in. Kursaal
gazed at the curtain of rain in numb horror.
A cool, dark paw pressed against his brow and he fell back into the comforting embrace of a
mattress of jungle vegetation…
The next time he awoke he saw the owner of the paw kneeling nearby, squeezing berries into a
bowl of fired clay. Unaware of Kursaal’s gaze, she completed her task, cast the berry skins into

the fire, and then turned to bear the bowl across the cave. The campfire illumined her slender
limbs, striking highlights from her viridian hide.
Like Kursaal, her ebon flesh was tinged with a green hue. The colour came from a kind of mould
that grew upon skin like moss on a boulder. In the wet, tropical atmosphere of Venus, such
parasitic growths were normal; Kursaal gave them not a second thought. Gazing out of the cave
he saw that the rain had eased off, although mist still wreathed the giant mushrooms.
The girl knelt beside him. Her face was shapely and delicate, with long arching brows that gave
her a look of permanent surprise. While Kursaal’s hair was long and braided, hers was cropped
short, like all the unmarried maidens of the Crag Tribe. Shell earrings dangled from her ears.
Here in the highland zone of Venus, shells were rare, and they must have been traded with the
Deathcap Tribe, who dwelt on the nearest coast.
‘You’re awake!’ Her lips broke open to reveal pearly white teeth. ‘I’m so happy! No, don’t
move. You’ve been very ill. But sit up. You’ll need to sit up to drink this.’
She was his own age. Her dugs were small and pointed, not drooping like those of a mother.
Kursaal had seen few girls of his tribe who looked so beautiful.
And he saw no other inhabitants of the cave, although a scatter of woven mats and tanned hides,
utensils and hunting paraphernalia hinted that the girl was not the only dweller here. He could
see no sign of anyone he knew. No sign of his father. What had happened? His last memory was
of thundering clawed feet, then darkness.
Sitting up weakly, he sipped from the bowl she held to his lips. Something in the berries
revitalised him, made him feel stronger. He didn’t know what it might be; the properties of fruits
and berries was women’s knowledge, protected just as jealously as men guarded the secrets of
the hunt.
The hunt!
He had failed, failed his initiation into manhood. He had failed to slay the face-horn, and now
there would be no meat for his tribe—until a man hunted one down.
‘Do you feel any better, Kursaal?’ the girl asked, taking away the now empty bowl.
He studied her. ‘You know me?’
‘Everyone knows the name of Kursaal,’ she said, ‘only son of the Elder Tolkaan. You belong to
one of the greatest clans of the Crag Tribe.’
He felt pride. He had known that his father was an important man; they dwelt in one of the larger
caves of the Great Crag. The territory of the tribe extended a long way across the mushroom
jungle, but he did not know that he was so far famed.

‘What of my father?’ he asked.
‘Oh!’ she said in surprise. ‘Do not worry. He will return. He and my own father are carrying
your kill to the Great Crag, while my mother and sisters search the jungle for fruits and berries to
accompany the feast. You were too weak to move, but they shall proclaim your deed to all, and
the feasting will not be forgotten. It is only a shame that you cannot be present.’
Kursaal tried to sit up again, but the girl—what was her name?—pressed him back. When she
succeeded he knew how weak he was. He had indeed been ill, if he was so feeble a girl could
deter him.
‘What happened?’ he asked. ‘All I remember is hunting face-horns...something scared them and
they stampeded. I was trampled. You say my kill is being taken back to the Great Crag.’ He
looked her in the eyes and she looked away. ‘What is your name?’
‘I am Aajika,’ she said, and nodded. ‘The meat of it is being taken, yes. The carcass lies outside
the cave, where it was butchered. I will be glad when it is gone, it stinks!’ She giggled. ‘Your
father said you were knocked down by the stampeding cow face-horn. No bones are broken, but
your breath and your wits were knocked from you.’
‘I killed the face-horn?’ he asked, and she nodded. ‘The bull?’ and again she nodded.
‘Then I have passed the test,’ he said in wonder. ‘But what was it? The dark shadow that fell.
The roaring. It was that which scared them, not me. Something high overhead, above the forest
canopy. It roared like a thousand bull face-horns in rut.’
‘I do not know,’ Aajika said, and her eyes were very big. She lay her paw on his bare chest. ‘You
are a great hero, Kursaal. I am only a girl from an outlying clan. I will never forget the time you
spent here, even when I am carried off to my husband’s cave, whoever that will be.’
Kursaal did not like this talk of husbands. ‘Perhaps it is I who will carry you off,’ he growled,
and gripped her by the upper arms.
Aajika giggled again and struggled. ‘But that could never be,’ she murmured, ‘for we are of the
same folk. We are too close in blood.’
She was of his tribe, that was all she meant. But Kursaal’s ardour was up, and he would not listen
to reason. He was not so weak he could not hold her close. Their lips met.
Footsteps rang out, and Aajika sprang away from him. Angrily, Kursaal turned.
Two bulky figures stood silhouetted in the cave mouth, black against the emerald light. The
stance of both spoke of disapproval. As they entered the fire-lit cave, Kursaal, with sinking heart,
recognised one as his father. The other was a tribesman of similar age, about forty Venusian days
old, who wore a ruff of jungle bird feathers round his neck, a loincloth of tiger hide, and carried a
feathered spear.

‘Cub!’ said Kursaal’s father. ‘You have been unwell.’ He shot an angry glance at Aajika, then
turned to the other man. ‘Aarau, you should school your daughter better. She is to care for my
son until he is well enough to leave, not seduce her.’
Aarau scowled. ‘She knows her duties,’ he said in a low rumble. ‘I will speak with her of them.’
He flexed his sinewy arms menacingly.
Kursaal bared his teeth at his father and Aarau equally. ‘Leave her be,’ he said. ‘Leave her be,
or…’
Tolkaan squatted beside his son. ‘What will you do?’ he said. ‘You may have proven your
manhood by slaying a face-horn, but you are now too weak to rise.’ A look of sympathy crossed
his heavy face. ‘You are confused, unwell. You forget yourself. But surely you know that it is
taboo to have such dealings with girls of the tribe.’
Kursaal’s face was stony. ‘Why should I not?’ he demanded, angry with the foolish superstitions
of his people. ‘I would have Aajika as my mate, now that I am a man.’
Tolkaan shook his head. ‘You know not what you speak of,’ he said. ‘I am disappointed in you. I
thought you would be a man now you had slain your first face-horn, but now you talk like a
foolish cub. You will win your mate as I did, and as every man worth the name has done in the
Crag Tribe since the beginning of all things: you with the other young men of your day will
descend upon the lands of the Deathcaps, the Hive-Folk, the Swamp-dwellers or some other
tribe, win your mate with your warrior skill, slay all who would defend her, and carry her off to
your own cave. That is the custom. That is how I won your mother. She died giving birth to you,
as you know. Do not shame her memory, or me.’
By now the rest of Aajika’s kind had returned from their work in the forest, mothers, aunts,
sisters, brothers, and they clustered round the girl to cluck their disapproval, and to peer in
suspicion at Kursaal.
‘Enough,’ his father growled. ‘She is of the Tribe. You are a hunter and a warrior. Your lusts are
unnatural. You will not mate with a she of the Tribe. It is taboo. Against all custom.’ He shook
his shaggy head. ‘Your sufferings have turned your mind, your wits are not yet right. For this I
will forgive you. But stay away from the she, or it will be the worse for you.’
‘Aajika nursed me back to health.’ Kursaal raged within himself against the savage customs of
his tribe. ‘She is a skilled healer.’
Tolkaan grunted. ‘That is good. We will go to the Great Crag. We will attend your feast. The
Tribe will acknowledge you as a man. Let nothing give that the lie.’
CONTINUES NEXT WEEK
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THE SEARCH FOR ASTRA PALACE by Gregory KH Bryant
Part Thirty-One
Lacey was one of the few to survive the collapse of the cages. She managed to crawl out from
the piles of cages that had collapsed all around her. The burly men and women who had pinned
her down against the deck were crushed by the collapse of the cages. But, though she had
survived, it was not without cost. Deep cuts had gouged countless furrows in her flesh. Clouds
of dust hung over the ruins of the cages. The cries of the dying filled the loading bay. Peering
upward through the dust, Lacey saw the dim form of Turhan Mot’s fighting ship hovering
overhead. The beam of Turhan Mot’s search lights scanned through the dust, alternating
between white, scarlet and viridian flashes, scanning every wavelength of light.
Lacey scrambled quickly away from the wreckage of the ruins.
“We know you are there,” Turhan Mot called to Lacey. “Show yourself to us.”
Lacey pushed herself deeper into the shadows, cowering in the cold darkness. Her hand touched
something soft, and wet. She stared into the darkness where the thing she touched lay. A low
moan came from the dark. That moan was followed by another. And then, shortly after, by
another. Soon a horrific chorus rang through the piles of crushed cages.
In horror, Lacey pushed herself away from the darkness. There, in the light, she would surely be
instantly seen by Turhan Mot and Mokem Bet, of course. But there was no help for that. Better
to die in the light than to be murdered in darkness.
She crawled away from the ruins of the cages, then stood up, facing the search light emanating
from the nose of Turhan Mot’s ship.
“Very good,” Turhan Mot said to Lacey through the loudspeaker in his ship. “We shall take you
now.”
A howling arose from the crowded shadows. Men and women, their bodies painted in any
number of barbaric patterns, grabbed Lacey by arms and legs with strong and sweating arms.
They hauled her over their heads toward Turhan Mot’s fighter ship until he raised his voice
through the ship’s loudspeakers.
“Stop there,” he said, “And bring her to the “Dawnsmasher,” carefully directing the crowded
crewmen to avoid any contact with the O8-111A. The “Dawnsmasher” was docked next to
Ward’s ship, but the loading bay was situated in such a way that Lacey could be carried into
Turhan Mot’s ship without coming into any contact, even visual.
And so it happened that as Lacey was being carried bodily into the bowels of the
“Dawnsmasher”, the last glimpse she had of the world outside the ship that Mokem Bet
commanded was a blast of light in the darkness, as the bridge of the “Derelict” was blown into
oblivion.

Emily dreamed. From the infinite depths of her coma, shapeless things began to take on shape.
Things without form or depth began to differentiate themselves from the overall nothingness that
was the world Emily lived in. But the shapes were yet meaningless things. They carried no
significance to Emily. Shapes and forms defined by murky colours gave some shape to the
meaninglessness that surrounded her.
Emily was only but dimly aware of the motions that surrounded her, the colourlessness that gave
way to muddy browns and bluish greys. She felt as if she were falling, or swimming, or
drowning, or all three at once, if she could have put names to them, but she couldn’t. Briefly, her
eyelids fluttered, as her eyes followed the motions and the colours that flowed all about her.
Joyce, Emily’s mother, had lain her head on Emily’s bed, next to her daughter’s. Having stood
vigilance over her daughter’s unconscious body for many long hours, she had finally dropped off
into a deep sleep. Emily’s slight motion roused her mother.
“Mmm… Emily..?” she asked, half awake.
Emily heard her name called, but the sound of her name meant little to her. It was only a sound,
one among several in the darkened ward.
“Emily..?” her mother, still half asleep, asked.
Again, the sound of her name made its way through the depths of her coma. Beneath closed
eyelids, Emily’s eyes fluttered as she unconsciously sought out the source of that sound. Joyce,
sensitive to even the least activity coming from her daughter. Still but half awake, she raised her
head, opened her eyes, and looked down at her daughter’s face.
Emily was yet as still as a stone. Joyce touched a few loosed strands of hair that had strayed to
her forehead. Then she stroked her daughter’s hair, a sad and faraway smile on her face.
“Oh, Emily,” she asked of no waking thing, “You have been through so much… so much… will
you ever be awake again?”
CONTINUES NEXT ISSUE
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THE LOST WORLD by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
Chapter VII: “To-morrow we Disappear into the Unknown”
I will not bore those whom this narrative may reach by an account of our luxurious voyage upon
the Booth liner, nor will I tell of our week’s stay at Para (save that I should wish to acknowledge
the great kindness of the Pereira da Pinta Company in helping us to get together our equipment).
I will also allude very briefly to our river journey, up a wide, slow-moving, clay-tinted stream, in
a steamer which was little smaller than that which had carried us across the Atlantic. Eventually
we found ourselves through the narrows of Obidos and reached the town of Manaos. Here we
were rescued from the limited attractions of the local inn by Mr. Shortman, the representative of
the British and Brazilian Trading Company. In his hospitable Fazenda we spent our time until the
day when we were empowered to open the letter of instructions given to us by Professor
Challenger. Before I reach the surprising events of that date I would desire to give a clearer
sketch of my comrades in this enterprise, and of the associates whom we had already gathered
together in South America. I speak freely, and I leave the use of my material to your own
discretion, Mr. McArdle, since it is through your hands that this report must pass before it
reaches the world.
The scientific attainments of Professor Summerlee are too well known for me to trouble to
recapitulate them. He is better equipped for a rough expedition of this sort than one would
imagine at first sight. His tall, gaunt, stringy figure is insensible to fatigue, and his dry, halfsarcastic, and often wholly unsympathetic manner is uninfluenced by any change in his
surroundings. Though in his sixty-sixth year, I have never heard him express any dissatisfaction
at the occasional hardships which we have had to encounter. I had regarded his presence as an
encumbrance to the expedition, but, as a matter of fact, I am now well convinced that his power
of endurance is as great as my own. In temper he is naturally acid and sceptical. From the
beginning he has never concealed his belief that Professor Challenger is an absolute fraud, that
we are all embarked upon an absurd wild-goose chase and that we are likely to reap nothing but
disappointment and danger in South America, and corresponding ridicule in England. Such are
the views which, with much passionate distortion of his thin features and wagging of his thin,
goat-like beard, he poured into our ears all the way from Southampton to Manaos. Since landing
from the boat he has obtained some consolation from the beauty and variety of the insect and
bird life around him, for he is absolutely whole-hearted in his devotion to science. He spends his
days flitting through the woods with his shot-gun and his butterfly-net, and his evenings in
mounting the many specimens he has acquired. Among his minor peculiarities are that he is
careless as to his attire, unclean in his person, exceedingly absent-minded in his habits, and
addicted to smoking a short briar pipe, which is seldom out of his mouth. He has been upon
several scientific expeditions in his youth (he was with Robertson in Papua), and the life of the
camp and the canoe is nothing fresh to him.
Lord John Roxton has some points in common with Professor Summerlee, and others in which
they are the very antithesis to each other. He is twenty years younger, but has something of the
same spare, scraggy physique. As to his appearance, I have, as I recollect, described it in that
portion of my narrative which I have left behind me in London. He is exceedingly neat and prim
in his ways, dresses always with great care in white drill suits and high brown mosquito-boots,

and shaves at least once a day. Like most men of action, he is laconic in speech, and sinks readily
into his own thoughts, but he is always quick to answer a question or join in a conversation,
talking in a queer, jerky, half-humorous fashion. His knowledge of the world, and very especially
of South America, is surprising, and he has a whole-hearted belief in the possibilities of our
journey which is not to be dashed by the sneers of Professor Summerlee. He has a gentle voice
and a quiet manner, but behind his twinkling blue eyes there lurks a capacity for furious wrath
and implacable resolution, the more dangerous because they are held in leash. He spoke little of
his own exploits in Brazil and Peru, but it was a revelation to me to find the excitement which
was caused by his presence among the riverine natives, who looked upon him as their champion
and protector. The exploits of the Red Chief, as they called him, had become legends among
them, but the real facts, as far as I could learn them, were amazing enough.
These were that Lord John had found himself some years before in that no-man’s-land which is
formed by the half-defined frontiers between Peru, Brazil, and Columbia. In this great district the
wild rubber tree flourishes, and has become, as in the Congo, a curse to the natives which can
only be compared to their forced labour under the Spaniards upon the old silver mines of Darien.
A handful of villainous half-breeds dominated the country, armed such Indians as would support
them, and turned the rest into slaves, terrorizing them with the most inhuman tortures in order to
force them to gather the india-rubber, which was then floated down the river to Para. Lord John
Roxton expostulated on behalf of the wretched victims, and received nothing but threats and
insults for his pains. He then formally declared war against Pedro Lopez, the leader of the slavedrivers, enrolled a band of runaway slaves in his service, armed them, and conducted a
campaign, which ended by his killing with his own hands the notorious half-breed and breaking
down the system which he represented.
No wonder that the ginger-headed man with the silky voice and the free and easy manners was
now looked upon with deep interest upon the banks of the great South American river, though
the feelings he inspired were naturally mixed, since the gratitude of the natives was equalled by
the resentment of those who desired to exploit them. One useful result of his former experiences
was that he could talk fluently in the Lingoa Geral, which is the peculiar talk, one-third
Portuguese and two-thirds Indian, which is current all over Brazil.
I have said before that Lord John Roxton was a South Americomaniac. He could not speak of
that great country without ardour, and this ardour was infectious, for, ignorant as I was, he fixed
my attention and stimulated my curiosity. How I wish I could reproduce the glamour of his
discourses, the peculiar mixture of accurate knowledge and of racy imagination which gave them
their fascination, until even the Professor’s cynical and sceptical smile would gradually vanish
from his thin face as he listened. He would tell the history of the mighty river so rapidly explored
(for some of the first conquerors of Peru actually crossed the entire continent upon its waters),
and yet so unknown in regard to all that lay behind its ever-changing banks.
“What is there?” he would cry, pointing to the north. “Wood and marsh and unpenetrated jungle.
Who knows what it may shelter? And there to the south? A wilderness of swampy forest, where
no white man has ever been. The unknown is up against us on every side. Outside the narrow
lines of the rivers what does anyone know? Who will say what is possible in such a country?
Why should old man Challenger not be right?” At which direct defiance the stubborn sneer

would reappear upon Professor Summerlee’s face, and he would sit, shaking his sardonic head in
unsympathetic silence, behind the cloud of his briar-root pipe.

So much, for the moment, for my two white companions, whose characters and limitations will
be further exposed, as surely as my own, as this narrative proceeds. But already we have enrolled
certain retainers who may play no small part in what is to come. The first is a gigantic negro
named Zambo, who is a black Hercules, as willing as any horse, and about as intelligent. Him we
enlisted at Para, on the recommendation of the steamship company, on whose vessels he had
learned to speak a halting English.
It was at Para also that we engaged Gomez and Manuel, two half-breeds from up the river, just
come down with a cargo of redwood. They were swarthy fellows, bearded and fierce, as active
and wiry as panthers. Both of them had spent their lives in those upper waters of the Amazon
which we were about to explore, and it was this recommendation which had caused Lord John to
engage them. One of them, Gomez, had the further advantage that he could speak excellent
English. These men were willing to act as our personal servants, to cook, to row, or to make
themselves useful in any way at a payment of fifteen dollars a month. Besides these, we had
engaged three Mojo Indians from Bolivia, who are the most skilful at fishing and boat work of
all the river tribes. The chief of these we called Mojo, after his tribe, and the others are known as
Jose and Fernando. Three white men, then, two half-breeds, one negro, and three Indians made
up the personnel of the little expedition which lay waiting for its instructions at Manaos before
starting upon its singular quest.
At last, after a weary week, the day had come and the hour. I ask you to picture the shaded
sitting-room of the Fazenda St. Ignatio, two miles inland from the town of Manaos. Outside lay
the yellow, brassy glare of the sunshine, with the shadows of the palm trees as black and definite
as the trees themselves. The air was calm, full of the eternal hum of insects, a tropical chorus of
many octaves, from the deep drone of the bee to the high, keen pipe of the mosquito. Beyond the
veranda was a small cleared garden, bounded with cactus hedges and adorned with clumps of
flowering shrubs, round which the great blue butterflies and the tiny humming-birds fluttered and
darted in crescents of sparkling light. Within we were seated round the cane table, on which lay a
sealed envelope. Inscribed upon it, in the jagged handwriting of Professor Challenger, were the
words:—
“Instructions to Lord John Roxton and party. To be opened at Manaos upon July 15th, at 12
o’clock precisely.”

Lord John had placed his watch upon the table beside him.
“We have seven more minutes,” said he. “The old dear is very precise.”
Professor Summerlee gave an acid smile as he picked up the envelope in his gaunt hand.

“What can it possibly matter whether we open it now or in seven minutes?” said he. “It is all part
and parcel of the same system of quackery and nonsense, for which I regret to say that the writer
is notorious.”
“Oh, come, we must play the game accordin’ to rules,” said Lord John. “It’s old man
Challenger’s show and we are here by his good will, so it would be rotten bad form if we didn’t
follow his instructions to the letter.”
“A pretty business it is!” cried the Professor, bitterly. “It struck me as preposterous in London,
but I’m bound to say that it seems even more so upon closer acquaintance. I don’t know what is
inside this envelope, but, unless it is something pretty definite, I shall be much tempted to take
the next down-river boat and catch the Bolivia at Para. After all, I have some more responsible
work in the world than to run about disproving the assertions of a lunatic. Now, Roxton, surely it
is time.”
“Time it is,” said Lord John. “You can blow the whistle.” He took up the envelope and cut it
with his penknife. From it he drew a folded sheet of paper. This he carefully opened out and
flattened on the table. It was a blank sheet. He turned it over. Again it was blank. We looked at
each other in a bewildered silence, which was broken by a discordant burst of derisive laughter
from Professor Summerlee.
“It is an open admission,” he cried. “What more do you want? The fellow is a self-confessed
humbug. We have only to return home and report him as the brazen imposter that he is.”
“Invisible ink!” I suggested.
“I don’t think!” said Lord Roxton, holding the paper to the light. “No, young fellah my lad, there
is no use deceiving yourself. I’ll go bail for it that nothing has ever been written upon this
paper.”
“May I come in?” boomed a voice from the veranda.
The shadow of a squat figure had stolen across the patch of sunlight. That voice! That monstrous
breadth of shoulder! We sprang to our feet with a gasp of astonishment as Challenger, in a round,
boyish straw-hat with a coloured ribbon—Challenger, with his hands in his jacket-pockets and
his canvas shoes daintily pointing as he walked—appeared in the open space before us. He threw
back his head, and there he stood in the golden glow with all his old Assyrian luxuriance of
beard, all his native insolence of drooping eyelids and intolerant eyes.
“I fear,” said he, taking out his watch, “that I am a few minutes too late. When I gave you this
envelope I must confess that I had never intended that you should open it, for it had been my
fixed intention to be with you before the hour. The unfortunate delay can be apportioned between
a blundering pilot and an intrusive sandbank. I fear that it has given my colleague, Professor
Summerlee, occasion to blaspheme.”

“I am bound to say, sir,” said Lord John, with some sternness of voice, “that your turning up is a
considerable relief to us, for our mission seemed to have come to a premature end. Even now I
can’t for the life of me understand why you should have worked it in so extraordinary a manner.”
Instead of answering, Professor Challenger entered, shook hands with myself and Lord John,
bowed with ponderous insolence to Professor Summerlee, and sank back into a basket-chair,
which creaked and swayed beneath his weight.
“Is all ready for your journey?” he asked.
“We can start to-morrow.”
“Then so you shall. You need no chart of directions now, since you will have the inestimable
advantage of my own guidance. From the first I had determined that I would myself preside over
your investigation. The most elaborate charts would, as you will readily admit, be a poor
substitute for my own intelligence and advice. As to the small ruse which I played upon you in
the matter of the envelope, it is clear that, had I told you all my intentions, I should have been
forced to resist unwelcome pressure to travel out with you.”
“Not from me, sir!” exclaimed Professor Summerlee, heartily. “So long as there was another ship
upon the Atlantic.”
Challenger waved him away with his great hairy hand.
“Your common sense will, I am sure, sustain my objection and realize that it was better that I
should direct my own movements and appear only at the exact moment when my presence was
needed. That moment has now arrived. You are in safe hands. You will not now fail to reach
your destination. From henceforth I take command of this expedition, and I must ask you to
complete your preparations to-night, so that we may be able to make an early start in the
morning. My time is of value, and the same thing may be said, no doubt, in a lesser degree of
your own. I propose, therefore, that we push on as rapidly as possible, until I have demonstrated
what you have come to see.”
Lord John Roxton has chartered a large steam launch, the Esmeralda, which was to carry us up
the river. So far as climate goes, it was immaterial what time we chose for our expedition, as the
temperature ranges from seventy-five to ninety degrees both summer and winter, with no
appreciable difference in heat. In moisture, however, it is otherwise; from December to May is
the period of the rains, and during this time the river slowly rises until it attains a height of nearly
forty feet above its low-water mark. It floods the banks, extends in great lagoons over a
monstrous waste of country, and forms a huge district, called locally the Gapo, which is for the
most part too marshy for foot-travel and too shallow for boating. About June the waters begin to
fall, and are at their lowest at October or November. Thus our expedition was at the time of the
dry season, when the great river and its tributaries were more or less in a normal condition.
The current of the river is a slight one, the drop being not greater than eight inches in a mile. No
stream could be more convenient for navigation, since the prevailing wind is south-east, and

sailing boats may make a continuous progress to the Peruvian frontier, dropping down again with
the current. In our own case the excellent engines of the Esmeralda could disregard the sluggish
flow of the stream, and we made as rapid progress as if we were navigating a stagnant lake. For
three days we steamed north-westwards up a stream which even here, a thousand miles from its
mouth, was still so enormous that from its centre the two banks were mere shadows upon the
distant skyline. On the fourth day after leaving Manaos we turned into a tributary which at its
mouth was little smaller than the main stream. It narrowed rapidly, however, and after two more
days’ steaming we reached an Indian village, where the Professor insisted that we should land,
and that the Esmeralda should be sent back to Manaos. We should soon come upon rapids, he
explained, which would make its further use impossible. He added privately that we were now
approaching the door of the unknown country, and that the fewer whom we took into our
confidence the better it would be. To this end also he made each of us give our word of honour
that we would publish or say nothing which would give any exact clue as to the whereabouts of
our travels, while the servants were all solemnly sworn to the same effect. It is for this reason
that I am compelled to be vague in my narrative, and I would warn my readers that in any map or
diagram which I may give the relation of places to each other may be correct, but the points of
the compass are carefully confused, so that in no way can it be taken as an actual guide to the
country. Professor Challenger’s reasons for secrecy may be valid or not, but we had no choice
but to adopt them, for he was prepared to abandon the whole expedition rather than modify the
conditions upon which he would guide us.
It was August 2nd when we snapped our last link with the outer world by bidding farewell to the
Esmeralda. Since then four days have passed, during which we have engaged two large canoes
from the Indians, made of so light a material (skins over a bamboo framework) that we should be
able to carry them round any obstacle. These we have loaded with all our effects, and have
engaged two additional Indians to help us in the navigation. I understand that they are the very
two—Ataca and Ipetu by name—who accompanied Professor Challenger upon his previous
journey. They appeared to be terrified at the prospect of repeating it, but the chief has patriarchal
powers in these countries, and if the bargain is good in his eyes the clansman has little choice in
the matter.
So to-morrow we disappear into the unknown. This account I am transmitting down the river by
canoe, and it may be our last word to those who are interested in our fate. I have, according to
our arrangement, addressed it to you, my dear Mr. McArdle, and I leave it to your discretion to
delete, alter, or do what you like with it. From the assurance of Professor Challenger’s manner—
and in spite of the continued scepticism of Professor Summerlee—I have no doubt that our
leader will make good his statement, and that we are really on the eve of some most remarkable
experiences.
CONTINUES NEXT WEEK
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THE MOON POOL by A Merritt
Chapter X: The Moon Pool
Da Costa, who had come aboard unnoticed by either of us, now tapped me on the arm.
“Doctair Goodwin,” he said, “can I see you in my cabin, sair?”
At last, then, he was going to speak. I followed him.
“Doctair,” he said, when we had entered, “this is a veree strange thing that has happened to Olaf.
Veree strange. An’ the natives of Ponape, they have been very much excite’ lately.
“Of what they fear I know nothing, nothing!” Again that quick, furtive crossing of himself. “But
this I have to tell you. There came to me from Ranaloa last month a man, a Russian, a doctair,
like you. His name it was Marakinoff. I take him to Ponape an’ the natives there they will not
take him to the Nan-Matal where he wish to go—no! So I take him. We leave in a boat, wit’
much instrument carefully tied up. I leave him there wit’ the boat an’ the food. He tell me to tell
no one an’ pay me not to. But you are a friend an’ Olaf he depend much upon you an’ so I tell
you, sair.”
“You know nothing more than this, Da Costa?” I asked. “Nothing of another expedition?”
“No,” he shook his head vehemently. “Nothing more.”
“Hear the name Throckmartin while you were there?” I persisted.
“No,” his eyes were steady as he answered but the pallor had crept again into his face.
I was not so sure. But if he knew more than he had told me why was he afraid to speak? My
anxiety deepened and later I sought relief from it by repeating the conversation to O’Keefe.
“A Russian, eh,” he said. “Well, they can be damned nice, or damned—otherwise. Considering
what you did for me, I hope I can look him over before the Dolphin shows up.”
Next morning we raised Ponape, without further incident, and before noon the Suwarna and the
Brunhilda had dropped anchor in the harbour. Upon the excitement and manifest dread of the
natives, when we sought among them for carriers and workmen to accompany us, I will not
dwell. It is enough to say that no payment we offered could induce a single one of them to go to
the Nan-Matal. Nor would they say why.
Finally it was agreed that the Brunhilda should be left in charge of a half-breed Chinaman, whom
both Da Costa and Huldricksson knew and trusted. We piled her long-boat up with my
instruments and food and camping equipment. The Suwarna took us around to Metalanim
Harbour, and there, with the tops of ancient sea walls deep in the blue water beneath us, and the
ruins looming up out of the mangroves, a scant mile from us, left us.

Then with Huldricksson manipulating our small sail, and Larry at the rudder, we rounded the
titanic wall that swept down into the depths, and turned at last into the canal that Throckmartin,
on his map, had marked as that which, running between frowning Nan-Tauach and its satellite
islet, Tau, led straight to the gate of the place of ancient mysteries.
And as we entered that channel we were enveloped by a silence; a silence so intense, so—
weighted that it seemed to have substance; an alien silence that clung and stifled and still stood
aloof from us—the living. It was a stillness, such as might follow the long tramping of millions
into the grave; it was—paradoxical as it may be—filled with the withdrawal of life.
Standing down in the chambered depths of the Great Pyramid I had known something of such
silence—but never such intensity as this. Larry felt it and I saw him look at me askance. If Olaf,
sitting in the bow, felt it, too, he gave no sign; his blue eyes, with again the glint of ice within
them, watched the channel before us.
As we passed, there arose upon our left sheer walls of black basalt blocks, cyclopean, towering
fifty feet or more, broken here and there by the sinking of their deep foundations.
In front of us the mangroves widened out and filled the canal. On our right the lesser walls of
Tau, sombre blocks smoothed and squared and set with a cold, mathematical nicety that filled me
with vague awe, slipped by. Through breaks I caught glimpses of dark ruins and of great fallen
stones that seemed to crouch and menace us, as we passed. Somewhere there, hidden, were the
seven globes that poured the moon fire down upon the Moon Pool.
Now we were among the mangroves and, sail down, the three of us pushed and pulled the boat
through their tangled roots and branches. The noise of our passing split the silence like a
profanation, and from the ancient bastions came murmurs—forbidding, strangely sinister. And
now we were through, floating on a little open space of shadow-filled water. Before us lifted the
gateway of Nan-Tauach, gigantic, broken, incredibly old; shattered portals through which had
passed men and women of earth’s dawn; old with a weight of years that pressed leadenly upon
the eyes that looked upon it, and yet was in some curious indefinable way—menacingly defiant.
Beyond the gate, back from the portals, stretched a flight of enormous basalt slabs, a giant’s
stairway indeed; and from each side of it marched the high walls that were the Dweller’s
pathway. None of us spoke as we grounded the boat and dragged it upon a half-submerged pier.
And when we did speak it was in whispers.
“What next?” asked Larry.
“I think we ought to take a look around,” I replied in the same low tones. “We’ll climb the wall
here and take a flash about. The whole place ought to be plain as day from that height.”
Huldricksson, his blue eyes alert, nodded. With the greatest difficulty we clambered up the
broken blocks.

To the east and south of us, set like children’s blocks in the midst of the sapphire sea, lay dozens
of islets, none of them covering more than two square miles of surface; each of them a perfect
square or oblong within its protecting walls.
On none was there sign of life, save for a few great birds that hovered here and there, and gulls
dipping in the blue waves beyond.
We turned our gaze down upon the island on which we stood. It was, I estimated, about threequarters of a mile square. The sea wall enclosed it. It was really an enormous basalt-sided open
cube, and within it two other open cubes. The enclosure between the first and second wall was
stone paved, with here and there a broken pillar and long stone benches. The hibiscus, the aloe
tree, and a number of small shrubs had found place, but seemed only to intensify its stark
loneliness.
“Wonder where the Russian can be?” asked Larry.
I shook my head. There was no sign of life here. Had Marakinoff gone—or had the Dweller
taken him, too? Whatever had happened, there was no trace of him below us or on any of the
islets within our range of vision. We scrambled down the side of the gateway. Olaf looked at me
wistfully.
“We start the search now, Olaf,” I said. “And first, O’Keefe, let us see whether the grey stone is
really here. After that we will set up camp, and while I unpack, you and Olaf search the island. It
won’t take long.”
Larry gave a look at his service automatic and grinned. “Lead on, Macduff,” he said. We made
our way up the steps, through the outer enclosures and into the central square, I confess to a fire
of scientific curiosity and eagerness tinged with a dread that O’Keefe’s analysis might be true.
Would we find the moving slab and, if so, would it be as Throckmartin had described? If so, then
even Larry would have to admit that here was something that theories of gases and luminous
emanations would not explain; and the first test of the whole amazing story would be passed. But
if not—And there before us, the faintest tinge of grey setting it apart from its neighbouring
blocks of basalt, was the moon door!
There was no mistaking it. This was, in very deed, the portal through which Throckmartin had
seen pass that gloriously dreadful apparition he called the Dweller. At its base was the curious,
seemingly polished cup-like depression within which, my lost friend had told me, the opening
door swung.
What was that portal—more enigmatic than was ever sphinx? And what lay beyond it? What did
that smooth stone, whose wan deadness whispered of ages-old corridors of time opening out into
alien, unimaginable vistas, hide? It had cost the world of science Throckmartin’s great brain—as
it had cost Throckmartin those he loved. It had drawn me to it in search of Throckmartin—and
its shadow had fallen upon the soul of Olaf the Norseman; and upon what thousands upon
thousands more I wondered, since the brains that had conceived it had vanished with their secret
knowledge?

What lay beyond it?
I stretched out a shaking hand and touched the surface of the slab. A faint thrill passed through
my hand and arm, oddly unfamiliar and as oddly unpleasant; as of electric contact holding the
very essence of cold. O’Keefe, watching, imitated my action. As his fingers rested on the stone
his face filled with astonishment.
“It’s the door?” he asked. I nodded. There was a low whistle from him and he pointed up toward
the top of the grey stone. I followed the gesture and saw, above the moon door and on each side
of it, two gently curving bosses of rock, perhaps a foot in diameter.
“The moon door’s keys,” I said.
“It begins to look so,” answered Larry. “If we can find them,” he added.
“There’s nothing we can do till moonrise,” I replied. “And we’ve none too much time to prepare
as it is. Come!”
A little later we were beside our boat. We lightered it, set up the tent, and as it was now but a
short hour to sundown I bade them leave me and make their search. They went off together, and I
busied myself with opening some of the paraphernalia I had brought with me.
First of all I took out the two Becquerel ray-condensers that I had bought in Sydney. Their lenses
would collect and intensify to the fullest extent any light directed upon them. I had found them
most useful in making spectroscopic analysis of luminous vapours, and I knew that at Yerkes
Observatory splendid results had been obtained from them in collecting the diffused radiance of
the nebulae for the same purpose.
If my theory of the grey slab’s mechanism were correct, it was practically certain that with the
satellite only a few nights past the full we could concentrate enough light on the bosses to open
the rock. And as the ray streams through the seven globes described by Throckmartin would be
too weak to energize the Pool, we could enter the chamber free from any fear of encountering its
tenant, make our preliminary observations and go forth before the moon had dropped so far that
the concentration in the condensers would fall below that necessary to keep the portal from
closing.
I took out also a small spectroscope, and a few other instruments for the analysis of certain light
manifestations and the testing of metal and liquid. Finally, I put aside my emergency medical kit.
I had hardly finished examining and adjusting these before O’Keefe and Huldricksson returned.
They reported signs of a camp at least ten days old beside the northern wall of the outer court,
but beyond that no evidence of others beyond ourselves on Nan-Tauach.
We prepared supper, ate and talked a little, but for the most part were silent. Even Larry’s high
spirits were not in evidence; half a dozen times I saw him take out his automatic and look it over.

He was more thoughtful than I had ever seen him. Once he went into the tent, rummaged about a
bit and brought out another revolver which, he said, he had got from Da Costa, and a half-dozen
clips of cartridges. He passed the gun over to Olaf.
At last a glow in the southeast heralded the rising moon. I picked up my instruments and the
medical kit; Larry and Olaf shouldered each a short ladder that was part of my equipment, and,
with our electric flashes pointing the way, walked up the great stairs, through the enclosures, and
straight to the grey stone.
By this time the moon had risen and its clipped light shone full upon the slab. I saw faint gleams
pass over it as of fleeting phosphorescence—but so faint were they that I could not be sure of the
truth of my observation.
We set the ladders in place. Olaf I assigned to stand before the door and watch for the first signs
of its opening—if open it should. The Becquerels were set within three-inch tripods, whose feet I
had equipped with vacuum rings to enable them to hold fast to the rock.
I scaled one ladder and fastened a condenser over the boss; descended; sent Larry up to watch it,
and, ascending the second ladder, rapidly fixed the other in its place. Then, with O’Keefe
watchful on his perch, I on mine, and Olaf’s eyes fixed upon the moon door, we began our vigil.
Suddenly there was an exclamation from Larry.
“Seven little lights are beginning to glow on this stone!” he cried.
But I had already seen those beneath my lens begin to gleam out with a silvery lustre. Swiftly the
rays within the condenser began to thicken and increase, and as they did so the seven small
circles waxed like stars growing out of the dusk, and with a queer—curdled is the best word I
can find to define it—radiance entirely strange to me.
Beneath me I heard a faint, sighing murmur and then the voice of Huldricksson:
“It opens—the stone turns—”
I began to climb down the ladder. Again came Olaf’s voice:
“The stone—it is open—” And then a shriek, a wail of blended anguish and pity, of rage and
despair—and the sound of swift footsteps racing through the wall beneath me!
I dropped to the ground. The moon door was wide open, and through it I caught a glimpse of a
corridor filled with a faint, pearly vaporous light like earliest misty dawn. But of Olaf I could
see—nothing! And even as I stood, gaping, from behind me came the sharp crack of a rifle; the
glass of the condenser at Larry’s side flew into fragments; he dropped swiftly to the ground, the
automatic in his hand flashed once, twice, into the darkness.
And the moon door began to pivot slowly, slowly back into its place!

I rushed toward the turning stone with the wild idea of holding it open. As I thrust my hands
against it there came at my back a snarl and an oath and Larry staggered under the impact of a
body that had flung itself straight at his throat. He reeled at the lip of the shallow cup at the base
of the slab, slipped upon its polished curve, fell and rolled with that which had attacked him,
kicking and writhing, straight through the narrowing portal into the passage!
Forgetting all else, I sprang to his aid. As I leaped I felt the closing edge of the moon door graze
my side. Then, as Larry raised a fist, brought it down upon the temple of the man who had
grappled with him and rose from the twitching body unsteadily to his feet, I heard shuddering
past me a mournful whisper; spun about as though some giant’s hand had whirled me—
The end of the corridor no longer opened out into the moonlit square of ruined Nan-Tauach. It
was barred by a solid mass of glimmering stone. The moon door had closed!
O’Keefe took a stumbling step toward the barrier behind us. There was no mark of juncture with
the shining walls; the slab fitted into the sides as closely as a mosaic.
“It’s shut all right,” said Larry. “But if there’s a way in, there’s a way out. Anyway, Doc, we’re
right in the pew we’ve been heading for—so why worry?” He grinned at me cheerfully. The man
on the floor groaned, and he dropped to his knees beside him.
“Marakinoff!” he cried.
At my exclamation he moved aside, turning the face so I could see it. It was clearly Russian, and
just as clearly its possessor was one of unusual force and intellect.
The strong, massive brow with orbital ridge unusually developed, the dominant, high-bridged
nose, the straight lips with their more than suggestion of latent cruelty, and the strong lines of the
jaw beneath a black, pointed beard all gave evidence that here was a personality beyond the
ordinary.
“Couldn’t be anybody else,” said Larry, breaking in on my thoughts. “He must have been
watching us over there from Chau-ta-leur’s vault all the time.”
Swiftly he ran practised hands over his body; then stood erect, holding out to me two wickedlooking magazine pistols and a knife. “He got one of my bullets through his right forearm, too,”
he said. “Just a flesh wound, but it made him drop his rifle. Some arsenal, our little Russian
scientist, what?”
I opened my medical kit. The wound was a slight one, and Larry stood looking on as I bandaged
it.
“Got another one of those condensers?” he asked, suddenly. “And do you suppose Olaf will
know enough to use it?”
“Larry,” I answered, “Olaf’s not outside! He’s in here somewhere!”

His jaw dropped.
“The hell you say!” he whispered.
“Didn’t you hear him shriek when the stone opened?” I asked.
“I heard him yell, yes,” he said. “But I didn’t know what was the matter. And then this wildcat
jumped me—” He paused and his eyes widened. “Which way did he go?” he asked swiftly. I
pointed down the faintly glowing passage.
“There’s only one way,” I said.
“Watch that bird close,” hissed O’Keefe, pointing to Marakinoff—and pistol in hand stretched
his long legs and raced away. I looked down at the Russian. His eyes were open, and he reached
out a hand to me. I lifted him to his feet.
“I have heard,” he said. “We follow, quick. If you will take my arm, please, I am shaken yet,
yes—” I gripped his shoulder without a word, and the two of us set off down the corridor after
O’Keefe. Marakinoff was gasping, and his weight pressed upon me heavily, but he moved with
all the will and strength that were in him.
As we ran I took hasty note of the tunnel. Its sides were smooth and polished, and the light
seemed to come not from their surfaces, but from far within them—giving to the walls an illusive
aspect of distance and depth; rendering them in a peculiarly weird way—spacious. The passage
turned, twisted, ran down, turned again. It came to me that the light that illumined the tunnel was
given out by tiny points deep within the stone, sprang from the points ripplingly and spread upon
their polished faces.
There was a cry from Larry far ahead.
“Olaf!”
I gripped Marakinoff’s arm closer and we sped on. Now we were coming fast to the end of the
passage. Before us was a high arch, and through it I glimpsed a dim, shifting luminosity as of
mist filled with rainbows. We reached the portal and I looked into a chamber that might have
been transported from that enchanted palace of the Jinn King that rises beyond the magic
mountains of Kaf.
Before me stood O’Keefe and a dozen feet in front of him, Huldricksson, with something clasped
tightly in his arms. The Norseman’s feet were at the verge of a shining, silvery lip of stone within
whose oval lay a blue pool. And down upon this pool staring upward like a gigantic eye, fell
seven pillars of phantom light—one of them amethyst, one of rose, another of white, a fourth of
blue, and three of emerald, of silver, and of amber. They fell each upon the azure surface, and I
knew that these were the seven streams of radiance, within which the Dweller took shape—now
but pale ghosts of their brilliancy when the full energy of the moon stream raced through them.

Huldricksson bent and placed on the shining silver lip of the Pool that which he held—and I saw
that it was the body of a child! He set it there so gently, bent over the side and thrust a hand
down into the water. And as he did so he moaned and lurched against the little body that lay
before him. Instantly the form moved—and slipped over the verge into the blue. Huldricksson
threw his body over the stone, hands clutching, arms thrust deep down—and from his lips issued
a long-drawn, heart-shrivelling wail of pain and of anguish that held in it nothing human!
Close on its wake came a cry from Marakinoff.
“Catch him!” shouted the Russian. “Drag him back! Quick!”
He leaped forward, but before he could half clear the distance, O’Keefe had leaped too, had
caught the Norseman by the shoulders and toppled him backward, where he lay whimpering and
sobbing. And as I rushed behind Marakinoff I saw Larry lean over the lip of the Pool and cover
his eyes with a shaking hand; saw the Russian peer into it with real pity in his cold eyes.
Then I stared down myself into the Moon Pool, and there, sinking, was a little maid whose dead
face and fixed, terror-filled eyes looked straight into mine; and ever sinking slowly, slowly—
vanished! And I knew that this was Olaf’s Freda, his beloved yndling!
But where was the mother, and where had Olaf found his babe?
The Russian was first to speak.
“You have nitro-glycerine there, yes?” he asked, pointing toward my medical kit that I had
gripped unconsciously and carried with me during the mad rush down the passage. I nodded and
drew it out.
“Hypodermic,” he ordered next, curtly; took the syringe, filled it accurately with its one onehundredth of a grain dosage, and leaned over Huldricksson. He rolled up the sailor’s sleeves
half-way to the shoulder. The arms were white with somewhat of that weird semi translucence
that I had seen on Throckmartin’s breast where a tendril of the Dweller had touched him; and his
hands were of the same whiteness—like a baroque pearl. Above the line of white, Marakinoff
thrust the needle.
“He will need all his heart can do,” he said to me.
Then he reached down into a belt about his waist and drew from it a small, flat flask of what
seemed to be lead. He opened it and let a few drops of its contents fall on each arm of the
Norwegian. The liquid sparkled and instantly began to spread over the skin much as oil or
gasoline dropped on water does—only far more rapidly. And as it spread it drew a sparkling film
over the marbled flesh and little wisps of vapour rose from it. The Norseman’s mighty chest
heaved with agony. His hands clenched. The Russian gave a grunt of satisfaction at this, dropped
a little more of the liquid, and then, watching closely, grunted again and leaned back.
Huldricksson’s laboured breathing ceased, his head dropped upon Larry’s knee, and from his

arms and hands the whiteness swiftly withdrew.
Marakinoff arose and contemplated us—almost benevolently.
“He will all right be in five minutes,” he said. “I know. I do it to pay for that shot of mine, and
also because we will need him. Yes.” He turned to Larry. “You have a poonch like a mule kick,
my young friend,” he said. “Some time you pay me for that, too, eh?” He smiled; and the quality
of the grimace was not exactly reassuring. Larry looked him over quizzically.
“You’re Marakinoff, of course,” he said. The Russian nodded, betraying no surprise at the
recognition.
“And you?” he asked.
“Lieutenant O’Keefe of the Royal Flying Corps,” replied Larry, saluting. “And this gentleman is
Dr. Walter T. Goodwin.”
Marakinoff’s face brightened.
“The American botanist?” he queried. I nodded.
“Ah,” cried Marakinoff eagerly, “but this is fortunate. Long I have desired to meet you. Your
work, for an American, is most excellent; surprising. But you are wrong in your theory of the
development of the Angiospermae from Cycadeoidea dacotensis. Da—all wrong—”
I was interrupting him with considerable heat, for my conclusions from the fossil Cycadeoidea I
knew to be my greatest triumph, when Larry broke in upon me rudely.
“Say,” he spluttered, “am I crazy or are you? What in damnation kind of a place and time is this
to start an argument like that?
“Angiospermae, is it?” exclaimed Larry. “HELL!”
Marakinoff again regarded him with that irritating air of benevolence.
“You have not the scientific mind, young friend,” he said. “The poonch, yes! But so has the
mule. You must learn that only the fact is important—not you, not me, not this”—he pointed to
Huldricksson—”or its sorrows. Only the fact, whatever it is, is real, yes. But”—he turned to
me—”another time—”
Huldricksson interrupted him. The big seaman had risen stiffly to his feet and stood with Larry’s
arm supporting him. He stretched out his hands to me.
“I saw her,” he whispered. “I saw mine Freda when the stone swung. She lay there—just at my
feet. I picked her up and I saw that mine Freda was dead. But I hoped—and I thought maybe
mine Helma was somewhere here, too, So I ran with mine yndling—here—” His voice broke. “I

thought maybe she was not dead,” he went on. “And I saw that”—he pointed to the Moon
Pool—”and I thought I would bathe her face and she might live again. And when I dipped my
hands within—the life left them, and cold, deadly cold, ran up through them into my heart. And
mine Freda—she fell—” he covered his eyes, and dropping his head on O’Keefe’s shoulder,
stood, racked by sobs that seemed to tear at his very soul.
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